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INTRODUCTION
Collecting milk bottles for this book has been an interesting and enjoyable 
experience. I chose each milk bottle for its design, color, and information.
I realized that each bottle had an individual personality and a history that 
was being lost. I have traveled from Wells to Fort Kent and Calais to Greenville. 
I've visited flea markets, yard sales, and old dairies. I have talked with men 
and women from ages 26 to 90, who areorhave been involved with dairying. Some 
of the people have only one or two bottles and another as many as 2,800. My 
collection consists of over 400 bottles.
I have put this book together to record the types of bottles, to discuss the 
history of some of the dairies, and also to suggest a price guide for dealers 
and collectors.
The bottles in this book date From 1889 to 1968, with most spanning the years 
from 1940 to 1956.
I have collected histories of individual dairies such as Lacey Dudley of Pass 
adumkeg, or H.A. Hitching of Caribou, Maine, as well as some of the larger dairies 
of Maine including Grants, Oakhurst, H.P. Hood and Fitzpatricks.
The prices in this book are only intended as a guide to buyers and collectors 
I have traveled through Maine and talked to different collectors, I have not seen 
any set prices on milk bottles. The prices seem to be determined by volume and 
demand.
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A Short History of the Milk Bottle
The first glass milk container was patented in 1879 by George H. Lester 
of Brooklyn, N.Y. It was actually a jar that featured a metal device with a 
rubber gasket and thumb-screw on top to hold down the glass cover. They were 
made in one quart and half-gallon sizes.
In 1879 Harry S. Putman of New York City produced a milk bottle fashioned 
after the beer bottle. It had a narrower mouth, capped with a paper beneath.
The lightning type closure held it tight.
Dr. Harvey D. Thatcher of Putman, New York invented a milk bottle in 
1884 with a lightning type closure made of pewter. It was 10" high and 4" at 
it's largest diameter. This bottle became very popular and widely used. In 1889 
Dr. Thatcher invented the paper cap for the milk bottle. This was sanitary, 
disposable, and was easily removed and became the cap of the future.
Around 1900 the milk delivery business was going strong. With competition 
for business growing dairies began looking for ways to promote their products.
In 1915 the Pecora Baby Top Bottle came into circulation and was used as long 
as 1945. A few colored bottles were used. One was the grass green bottle for 
the Alta Crest Farms in 1929. The dark amber bottle was used in 1921 and also 
again in 1948. The cream top saver milk bottle was used starting in the 1930's. 
This showed the cream content better. The enamel labeling came into use in 
the mid 1930's. The square and the round squat bottles date after 1900.
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THE MILK BOTTLE
There I lay for a quarter of a century or more 
Tucked away behind the cellar door 
My face was dirty, my body slightly worn 
I knew I would never see the light of dawn 
It has been a long time.
I can remember what it was like to have my pride 
My face was always clean and a shine a mile wide 
When they would look for me each morning at 5:00 
And be disappointed if I hadn't arrived 
But that was a long time ago.
Then it happened one day about noon
A man came bursting into the room
He turned on the light as he had done before
But this time he pushed the door
He reached up and grabbed me to my delight
Then he brushed off the dirt and held me up to the light 
It had been a long time.
A smile came across his face
Then I knew what was about to take place
We went upstairs and he washed my face
Then he polished and shined me way up to my spout 
Then he set me up in the window so I could look out 
It's been a long, long time.
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Label None 2 Quart
The handle and metal closure 
are made of pewter
Town Boston, Mass.
Back Label None
Lettering
Color
Bottle
Height
Embossed
Bottom
Embossed
Sun Colored Amethyst
10 3/4"
A.E. SMALLEY & CO.
Boston, Mass.
Patent April 5, 1898
Price $100 to $200
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Label
Town
G. H. FOOTMAN
Maine 1 Seal
One Quart Liquid
Pure Milk
Brewer, Me.
3 PT.
A tag with the
Number 330 on it
Unknown
Back Label None None
Lettering Embossed Embossed
Color Clear Clear
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 9 1/2" 10 3/4"
Embossed mTc S4 Pat. April 1, 1902
Bottom 1143A
Notes The metal handle and closure are made of pewter. These bottles
have a metal tag on with the number 330 on it and the other with
the initials F.S.F. on it. The deliveryman identified the customer
by these tags. Each customer had several bottles assigned to him
and these were refilled and returned to that person only.
Price $100 to $200 $100 to $200
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Label L.W. WELT
Maine 1 Seal
Registered
UNIVERSAL 50
One Quart Liquid 
Store Bottle
Town South Portland, Maine Unknown
Back Label None 50 STORE BOTTLE 
50
Lettering Embossed Embossed
Color Clear Clear
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 9 ’/2" 9 y2"
Embossed Registered S 11 mTc Registered
Bottom E U.S. Pat. Off.
Price $5 to $10 $10 to $20
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Label WRIGHT'S DAIRY AROOSTOOK FARMS DAIRY SIROIS DAIRY
Town Pittsfield, Maine Presque Isle, Me. Madawaska, Me.
Back Label Thirst Comes Aroostook Farms Dairy Pasteurized daily
Thirst Served Double protected with for mothers who
with milk Vac-Heat. Product care. Picture-
Picture-A mother treated process. A dairy building
giving the baby 
a glass of milk.
T.M. C.P.M.C. and three cows.
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Red Orange Red
Bottle Clear Clear Clear
Height 9Y2" 9Y2" W'
Embossed One Quart Liq. One Quart Liquid One Qt. Liq.
Bottom Sealed R AS Sealed ANU
Duraglas X 51 61
126
1 MLX 1230 Reg.
1 Reg. Sealed
L52 ANU 71
Price $5 to $10 $5 to $10 $5 to $10
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Label LINDSAY'S DAIRY
Tel. 52-14
LINDSAY'S DAIRY FARM 
Enfield Road, Lincoln
Me. A Pure Delicious 
Drink#A Nutritious Food 
PASTEURIZED MILK#
Town Lincoln, Maine Lincoln, Maine
Back Label Picture-A Barn 
and a Silo.
A Calf and a
Milk Cow
Producers, Processors, 
Distributors.
Picture-A Cow, Milk Tank, 
Man Carrying Milk Into
The Home. Producers
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Orange Orange (front) Green (back)
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 9’/2" 9y2"
Embossed Reg. Sealed 1 AS Registered Sealed 11-P A
Bottom One Quart Liquid
MLX 700-B
17 53 X Duraglas
mTc One Quart Liquid
1 76 All 11 E 51
Price $5 to $10 $5 to $10
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Earthenware Creamers
#1. No markings 
3" high
#2. White with green trim 
21/2" high
Picture on bottom
Knights helmet and two swords
P 1945 Made in U.S.A.
#3. White with green trim 
2" high 
HALL
#4. Cream colored with pink flowers 
2" high
#5. No markings 
Gray
21/2" high
#6. White 
3" high 
No markings
Price $3 to $8
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Label
Town
Back Label
Lettering
Color
Bottle
Height
Note
Price
W. L. GRANT 
G
Registered
Bangor-Brewer, Me.
None
Embossed
Clear
Sun Colored Amethyst
9 y2"
A.G.S. & CO.
Patented April 5, 1898
Registered S11 3 Qf°
The wire bottle holder was designed 
only for this one bottle by Mr. Grant 
$1,000 to $1,500
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 GRANT’S DAIRY, INC.
 207/942-4601
562 UNION ST. BANGOR, MAINE 04401
It was on the Pushaw Road outer Bangor in 1902 that Winslow L. Grant began 
to build a life time family dairy business. Winslow slowly build the dairy with 
a high quality product, until his death in 1939. The dairy started on the farm 
and remained there until 1944.
The business was operated from 1939 until 1943 by Winslow's son Donald. In 
1944 his son Donald L. Grant was president and it was under his leadership that 
the Kenduskeag Valley Creamery was purchased. Grant's Dairy is located on this 
land today.
In 1942 Winslow L. Grant, II joined the dairy and worked with Donald to 
further expand the routes until he left the dairy in 1967.
Grant's came into Aroostook County in 1949. At this time they purchased 
the Katahdin Creamery processing plant located in Caribou, Maine. This plant 
supplied milk to the Presque Isle and Loring Air Force Bases. In 1952 the dairy 
was able to deliver their products as far north as Fort Kent, Maine.
Ellen Grant Young was president of the dairy from 1975 to 1981 and is still 
an active member today.
Benji Grant has been president of Grant's Dairy since 1981. In 1984 the 
Footman's Dairy was purchased. Today Grant's Dairy is the third largest dairy 
in Maine. They serve 2/3 of the State of Maine or about 1/3 of the total popu­
lation.
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Label REGIE'S DAIRY
Dial 3070
Clinton, Me.
SIBLEY FARMS 
Spencer, Mass.
Town Clinton, Maine Spencer, Mass.
Back Label From Our Own Tested
Herd.
Picture-A barn and 
a Holstein cow
SIBLEY FARMS
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Red Maroon
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 8 y2" 8 y2"
Embossed One Quart Liquid 4 Registered Sealed
Bottom 9 Registered mTc AS
Sealed L52 AS 8 One Quart Liquid X
Price $5 to $10 942 11 E 56$5 to $10
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Label VILLA PARK DAIRY
Country Rich
Picture-A Glass and 
a cow's head.
You never outgrow your 
need for milk.
Town Trenton, N.J.
Back Label ATTEND the CHURCH 
of your choice
REGULARLY
Picture-A church and 
a family going to church
Lettering
Color
Pyroglazed
Orange
Bottle
Height
Clear
8 y2"
Embossed
Bottom
One Quart Liquid 
Registered 1 Sealed
X M 679 mTc NU 11 E 59
Price $100 to $200
Double Baby Face Cream Top
J.J. BROWN DAIRY 
Ashley 2-6581 
Picture-A set of 
farm buildings
Troy, N.Y.
J.J. BROWN DAIRY
Pyroglazed
Maroon
Clear
10“
One Quart Liquid 1097 
Registered 2 Sealed B.S.
$100 to $200
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Label "Oh What A Sterling Idea" No label
Town Unknown Unknown
Back Label "Oh What A Sterling Idea" No label
Lettering Pyroglazed None
Color Red
(Indented hand grips)
None
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 10" 10"
Embossed Half Gal. Liq. Half. Gal. Liq.
Bottom Reg. Sealed K 080 
2564
M6448 0 I 64 2
Price $8 to $15 $8 to $10
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Label FERLAND'S DAIRY A.C. PETERSEN FARMS 
Picture-A cow's head 
Quality Products
Town Mexico, Me. Unknown
Back Label FERLAND'S DAIRY Same as above
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Orange Orange
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 9y2" 9'/2"
Embossed 1 Reg. Sealed mTc Reg. Sealed mTc S
Bottom One Quart Liquid One Quart Liquid
11 E 55 X 302 11mE 54 1488
Price $5 to $10 $5 to $10
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Label ELMHURST DAIRY
Camden 2110
RICKER'S DAIRY INC. 
Vitamin-D Milk
DAIGLE and SONS 
DAIRY
Town Camden, Maine Milo, Maine Sinclair, Maine
Back Label Picture-A cow,
A barn and a 
baby's head.
Store from Farm 
to Consumer
Ricker's Drivers Sell 
the following products 
Natural Homogenized, 
Pasteurized, Fat Free, 
Buttermilk, Heavy
Cream, Light Cream,
Fresh Eggs, Cottage 
Cheese
From Farm to
Home.
Picture-The Sun 
Rising and Cows 
Grazing.
Milk Nature's Most 
Perfect Food
Lettering
Color
Bottle
Height
Embossed
Bottom
Pyroglazed
Maroon
Clear
9’/2"
1 Qt. 6 Liq.
Reg. 924 Sealed 
mTc AS E 49 11
Pyroglazed
Maroon
Clear
9Y2"
Reg. Sealed 52 ANU
1 Qt. Liq. X
Pyroglazed
Maroon
Clear
9'/2"
Reg. Sealed UGP
AS 1 Liq. Quart 
1820 X 2 57 0
Price $5 to $10 $5 to $10 $5 to $10
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Label BROCK-HALL
Hi Brock-Hall
Flavor Rich
Dairy Products
Town Unknown
Back Label BROCK-HALL
Quality Control Assures 
you of full flavor Pro­
tection
This Bottle protects 
natural flavor
Retains Vitamin Control
Lettering
Color
Pyroglazed
White
Bottle
Height
Amber
9"
Embossed
Bottom
Price
One Quart Liq-X-M 742 
Sealed mTc NU
11 Reg. S63 
$20 to $30
BERGREN'S
Bottled Under
Laboratory Supervision 
Since 1911
Unknown
Amber Bottle for the 
Protection of the dis­
tinctive Country Fresh 
Flavor of Bergren's Homo. 
Vit. D Milk
Pyroglazed
White
Amber 
8 3/4"
21 Registered 
Sealed mTc S 
One Quart Liquid 
$20 to $30
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GRANT'S DAIRY COLLECTION
Label Grandma Wheaton's
Whole 
Milk
Town
South Jersey's Best
Unknown
Lettering Embossed
Color Clear
Bottle Clear
Height 9 y2"
Embossed Bottle Made in Italy
Bottom Wheaton's Glass
Note Porcelain stopper
Price
Wire closure and 
a rubber seal
$100 to $200
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Label MEADOW FARM
A. E. Moores
Jersey
Maine L52 Seal
One Quart Liquid
Town Houlton, Maine
Back Label Dependable Service 
And Quality
Lettering
Color
Pyroglazed
Green
Bottle
Height
Clear
9 1/2 "
Embossed
Bottom
Registered L52
9 '
Price $5 to $10
MILK LEDGER BOOK 
A. E. Moores 
Year-1910
This is a book that would 
be used on the Route Sled 
in the winter and a Route 
Wagon in the summer.
A few of the names in this 
Milk Score Ledger.
Fred Hall
B. McIntosh
Oscar Clough
John D. Adams
George McCluskey 
Agnue Sonders 
L. B. Merritt 
Dr. Mann
This book contains 176 
names of customers 
in the Houlton area
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Common Bottle Caps
These bottle caps were used by any farmer that did 
not have a cap with his name on it.
CREAM
White background with 
Blue letters and red 
and blue stripes
HEAVY CREAM
Please wash and return 
all bottles daily
White background with 
Red letters
GRADE A RAW
Raw milk cover
Tan background with 
Red letters and stripes
PURE FRESH MILK
Wash and return bottles
daily
White background with 
Blue letters outlined 
in red
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Allan Thomas Collection
Label B.L. CUMMINGS HOOD'S E.J. PANGBURN
Maine 48 Seal See Page 83
One Quart
Town Unknown Boston, Mass
Back Label 100% Local Milk H.P. HOOD & SONS 
Boston
Lettering
Color
Embossed Embossed
Bottle Clear Sun Colored-Amethyst
Embossed
Bottom
MH-36375 Reg.
Sealed S
One Quart Liquid 
Duraglas 17 51
Reg. BBC Co. 48
HOOD 1938
Price $5 to $10 $5 to $10
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Label PURELAC DAIRY PRODUCTS INC. 
Country Quality
Processed Pure
Registered
ESTEY'S FARM DAIRY 
Pasteurized for Your 
Safety
Town Waterville, Maine Unknown
Back Label Purelac
Good Morning
Picture-The Sun rising 
and a rooster crowing
Phone 925 or 2410
Golden Guernsey
Trade Mark
Picture-A milking 
machine
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Maroon Orange
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 9V 9'/2"
Embossed Reg. Sealed 4 Reg. Sealed 1 AS
Bottom AS One Quart Liquid
25 57 K
One Quart Liquid
3 MLX 700
Duraglas 9 56
Price $5 to $10 $5 to $10
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Label
Town
Back Label
Lettering
Color
Bottle
Height
Embossed
Bottom
MONSON MILK 
COMPANY
Springfield,
Mass.
Mass T Seal 
STORE
1 Gill Liquid
Embossed
Clear
Clear 
4 ’/2"
mTc 11 
M.M.Co.
STORE
HOLLOW HILL 
FARM
Convent, N.J.
1/4 Pint Liquid
Embossed
Clear
Clear 
4 y2"
mTc 11 
E
Note
Price
During World War II it was necessary to have a 
doctor's prescription to buy cream.
$6 to $10 $6 to $10
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Label BYRNE DAIRY
14 Stars around 
the neck of the 
bottle
W.J. MCDONALD DAIRY
FARM Picture-A 
dairy barn
HOOD DAIRY 
Mass. Seal ABC 
Half Pint
Town Unknown Wakefield, Me. Boston, Mass
Back Label BYRNE DAIRY Picture-A cow's 
head. Quality Milk 
from our Modern Dairy
None
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed Embossed
Color Black Red Clear
Bottle Clear Clear Clear
Height 10“ 7" 574"
Embossed
Bottom
One Quart Liq.
Reg. Sealed mTc
One Pint Liquid
L52 4 Reg.
Sealed
Reg. Sealed
Price $5 to $10 $3 to $8 $3 to $5
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Linda Moore Collection
Label AROOSTOOK CONDENSED MILK CO. OF MAINE
Note: Metal screw cap lid with a glass center with
the word "BABY" embossed on it.
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Label TRADE MARK
Registered
Full Measured
QUART
This Bottle To Be
Washed and Returned
Not To Be Bought or Sold
Town Unknown Unknown
Back Label This Bottle to
Be Washed and
Returned
None
Lettering Embossed Embossed
Color Sun Colored Amethyst Clear
Bottle Clear
Height 8 3/4" 11"
Embossed A.C.S. & Co. Fidelity
Bottom Patent 1 Appd. For
Note The handle is made Metal closure is made of
of pewter pewter
Price $100 $100 to $200
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Label NEPONSET VALLEY FARM GAGNON'S DAIRY
Town Norwood Fort Kent, Maine
Back Label Try our Delicious
Ice Cream
MILK is Nature's 
Perfect FOOD
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Black Maroon
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 9 y2" 9 y2"
Embossed Sealed L52 ANU Sealed mTc AS
Bottom One Quart Liquid
Reg. 1 64
One Quart Liquid 
Reg. 15 E55 11
Price $5 to $10 $5 to $10
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Label
Town
Back Label
Lettering
Color
Bottle
Height
Embossed
Bottom
Note
Price
GIRTON
Farm Equipment 
Girton Mfg. Co.
Farm tested Equipment 
for the Modern Farmer 
Millville, Pa.
Same as front label
Pyroglazed
Orange
Clear
10 y2"
Half Gallon Liq.-X 
M567 1 Reg. Sealed
mTc 11 X 62
GIRTON
Farm Equipment 
Girton Mfg. Co.
Farm tested Equipment 
for the Modern Farmer 
Millville, Pa.
Same as front label
Pyroglazed
Orange
Clear
10 y2"
Half Gallon Liq.-X 
M567 1 Reg. Sealed 
mTc 11 X 58
These bottles were used to feed calf or lambs
$20 to $30 $20 to $30
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NATURAL GOODNESS NATURAL GOODNESS
SHORT HISTORY OF OAKHURST DAIRY
Oakhurst Dairy has been in operation since the turn of the century and the 
company has been under the continuous management of the Bennett family since 
November 1921.
In that year Stanley T. Bennett purchased the dairy from the Leadbetter 
family. The original plant was located on Woodford Street in Portland near a 
grove of oak trees - hence the name Oakhurst. Later that year the business was 
moved to new quarters at its present location, 364 Forest Avenue.
The plant was completely rebuilt and modernized in 1954 by Donald H. Bennett, 
son of the founder. Donald was President of the company from Stanley's death in 
1954 until 1984 and now serves as Chairman of the Board. Since 1984 the company's 
President has been Stanley T. Bennett II (Donald's son and Stanley's grandson).
In 1973 a large adjacent building was purchased to provide for needed ex­
pansion.
Oakhurst Dairy Company, a production and distribution facility, started opera­
tions in Bath in May 1929. Over the years this operation was run by the late 
Julian Bennett and by Lewis Maxell. In 1974 the production facilities at Bath 
were merged with those in Portland.
Over the years the company's distribution has been expanded to the point 
where today all of Maine, with the exception of Aroostook and Washington counties, 
is serviced by Oakhurst.
Oakhurst now operates a distribution facility in Winlsow servicing central 
Maine.
The confidence and support of its customers have built the business from a 
single farm, horse, and wagon operation to the largest dairy in Maine with 45 
wholesale milk routes servicing nearly 2,000 stores, restaurant, and institutional 
customers, and with 1986 sales of $34,000,000.
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NATURAL GOODNESS NATURAL GOODNESS
Oakhurst's emphasis over the years has been on product quality with butter- 
fat levels and other standards set higher than those of the state and federal 
governments, and higher than those of competitors as well. As a result, the Oak­
hurst brand enjoys a 40% market share in most of its marketing area, and of the 
83 dairies which were 1icensed to sell milk in Portland in 1921, Oakhurst is the 
last remaining.
Label OAKHURST DAIRY In Portland It's 
OAKHURST DAIRY
Town Portland, Maine Portland, Maine
Back Label Jack who was nimble
And little boy blue
Have this to say
To each of you.
Drink lots of milk
If you want to leap- 
Undernourished folks
Fall fast asleep
In Portland It's 
OAKHURST DAIRY
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Red Black
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 8 ’/2“ 8 1/2"
Embossed Sealed S Reg. One Quart Liquid 25
Bottom One Quart Liquid
ACL Design Copyrighted
Harry B. Tabor 1953
MH 925 Registered 
Duraglas 17-47 25
Price $100 to $200 $5 to $10
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Label Patten's Dairy Brayley's Creamery Inc 
Deposit
Town St. Albans, ME. Unknown
Back Label Patten's Dairy
St. Albans, ME.
Deposit
Better Dairy
Products
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Red Red
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 11 ’A" 11 r
Embossed One Gallon Liquid One Gallon Liquid
Bottom M 5027
Sealed S Registered 
Duraglas 17-64-26
48 Registered
Sealed UGPS 57
Wire Bai 1 Handle
Price $20 to $30 $20 to $30
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Label HORLICK'S MALTED MILK
Trade M.M. Mark
Racine-Wis-USA
Slough Bucks, Eng.
HORLICK'S MALTED MILK 
Trade Mark M.M. 
Racine-Wis-USA
Slough Bucks, Eng.
Town Racine, Wis. Racine, Wis.
Back Label None
Whittle marks in 
the glass
None
Metal Cap
Horlick's Malted Milk 
The Original
Lettering Embossed Embossed
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 11“ 6 3/4"
Embossed *-6 i-8
Bottom D D
Price $10 $6
Malted Milk was a chocolate flavored powder; 
milk or hot water could be added. 35
Label KNOWLTON'S DAIRY
Maine L 52
One Pint Liquid
BLAIS DAIRY
Store
Town Perry, Maine Lewiston, Me.
Back Label KNOWLTON'S DAIRY BLAIS DAIRY
Lettering Pyrglazed Pyroglazed
Color Black Orange
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 7 ’A" 9 y2"
Embossed Sealed 2 L52 Sealed L52 Reg. 8
Bottom Registered A 2 One Quart Liquid 3
Price $3 to $8 $5 to $10
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Label J.H. Foote & Sons 
Picture- A tree and 
a Shield
If it's worth buying 
It's worth seeing 
Please return promptly
Town Unknown
Back Label Same as the front
GOSLINE'S DAIRY
Store Bottle
Our Bottle, Your Milk
Lettering Pyroglazed
Color Orange
Bottle Clear
Height 9 y2"
Embossed Sealed L52 ANU
Bottom One Quart Liquid 
1 Reg.
Price $5 to $10
Gardiner, Maine
Store Bottle
I Wanna Go Home
They Need Me
Picture-A milk bottle crying
Pyroglazed
Green
Clear
8 y2"
Sealed mTc S
One Quart Liq.-X 308 
Reg. 5 11 E 3
$5 to $10
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Label BIRELEYS
Trade Mark 
Contents 6 oz.
MANCHESTER DAIRY 
Half Pint Liq.
CODAY FARMS
CODAY FARMS Products 
Cow's head
The Seal of Purity
Town California Unknown New York City
Back Label BIRELEYS Store Half Pint
532 West 58th St.
New York City
Lettering
Color
Embossed Embossed Embossed
Bottle Clear Clear Clear
Height 51/2" 5'/2" 5y2"
Embossed 17 1 5 Half Pint Liq. mTc Reg. 3 B 11
Bottom Duraglas Reg. BB 48
17 13 Duraglas
Coday Farms
Price $3 to $8 $3 to $8 $3 to $8
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Label No label on this bottle
Pewter handle and cap
One quart milk bottle
No label on this bottle 
Pewter cap
Two quart milk bottle
Town Unknown Unknown
Back Label None None
Lettering Embossed Embossed
Color Clear Clear
Bottle
Height
Sun colored amethyst
8 3/4“
Sun colored amethyst
Embossed A.6.S. Co. 4 Patented April 1902
Bottom Patented April 5, 1898 F13 11443
Price $100 to $200 $150 to $250
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Label GOODWIN'S DAIRY
A.G. Goodwin & Sons 
Telephone Connection
South Paris, Maine 
Picture- A cow's head
A.C. ROBINSON'S DAIRY FARM 
That Creamy Milk
Picture- A cow's head
(R)
Town South Paris, Maine Dexter, Maine
Back Label Same as the front Picture- A baby
Good Morning
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Orange Orange
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 8 3/4" 9 1/2"
Embossed Sealed L52 Reg. 5 Sealed L52 Reg. 6 AS
Bottom One Quart Liquid One Quart Liquid
Price $5 to $10 $5 to $10
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Fitzpatrick's Dairy Farm 
Fairfield and Benton, Maine
In 1910 Charles and Harry Fitzpatrick started delivering raw milk and cream in the 
Fairfield and Benton area with their horse and wagons.
There was plenty of competition around. As many as six other dairymen delivered 
milk in the same area. During the heavy winter storms they would load cans or bottles of 
milk of each dairy onto one sled and make their deliveries together. In later years the 
milk was delivered in a 1922 Dodge touring car with side curtains.
By this time they were using only glass bottles in two quart, one quart, one pint, 
and one-half pint sizes. Charles and Harry operated the dairy until 1947. Glenn and 
Merle took over ownership in 1947 just as the dairy had started Pasteurization. At this 
time the packaging was changed to a wax paper carton, and a complete product line was 
added. The new products included orange juice, cottage cheese, butter, buttermilk, eggs, 
chocolate and vanilla flavored milk as well as ice cream.
A new building was built in 1960 and today are delivering their products from Augusta 
to Jackson Station, and from Freedom to Madison. They have gone from Divco trucks to five 
sixteen and twenty foot delivery trucks. The Fitzpatrick Dairy is still growing with 
Merle Jr. and James taking over the leadership responsibility. Today their trucks deliver 
over 15,000 quarts daily.
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Label GONNEVILLE
MILK & CREAM
FITZPATRICK'S DAIRY Farms 
Phone- Globe 3-6762
Town Saco, Maine Fairfield, Maine
Back Label From the FARM to You 
Picture-A barn and
Si lo.
Fresher Wholesome MILK
Introducing this modern 
HANDY GRIP 
*Easier to pour 
*Does not leak 
*Saves space 
*Better refrigeration 
Controlled quality 
*Full measure 
*You can see
Lettering Pryoglazed Pyroglazed
Color Red Green and White-Red
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 9 1/2" 10"
Embossed Sealed L52 ANU Half Gallon Liquid
Bottom One Quart Liquid 2 Reg. Sealed L52 0B0
Price $5 to $10 $10 to $15
Note Plastic pouring spout,cream colored $1.00
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Label
Town
Back Label
Lettering
Color
Bottle
Height
Embossed
Bottom
Price
WHALENS DAIRY WALNUT CREST FARM 
Clinton F. Rines
Maine 1 Seal 1 Qt. Liq.
Lincoln, Me. Westbrook, Maine
MILK is nature's GUERNSEY MILK
most perfect food From Our Own Herd
Pasteurization
keeps it perfect!
Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Black and Orange Green
Clear Clear
9 V 9 V
Reg. Sealed A Registered B11
One Quart Liquid mTc
25
52
$5 to $10 $5 to $10
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Label #1. '/2pt. liq. 
Standard Measure
Cream or Milk Tins 
#2. 1pt. liq. 
U.S. Standard
#3. 1qt. liq.
U.S. Standard
Price $35 For the set of 3 measures
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Label
Town/City 
Back Label
Lettering
Type/Color
Bottle 
Height 
Cap Size
Embossed
Bottom
Allan Thomas Collection
HF. PT.
Liquid
R.B. Dunning & Co.
Seeds and Implements
Bangor, Maine
Maine 1 Seal
Wash and Return 
11
Embossed--Mold seams on sides
Whittle marks in glass
Sun-colored Amethyst
5"
40mm
15 TMFC.C 11
Maine 1 Seal 
Half Pint Liquid 
E.J. Pangburn
Caribou, Maine
None
Embossed
Clear
5'/2"
mTc Registered 11 
L8
Price $5 to $8 $5 to $8
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Label C.L. CRIPPS 
Milk-Cream
Orange band on 
neck of bottle
SUNNY SIDE DAIRY 
Pasteurized Milk 
& Cream
HILLMAN'S DAIRY 
Sunnydale Farms
Town Unknown Keegan, Maine Bangor, Maine
Back Label Store Past­
eurized Dairy 
Products
FRESH FROM THE
FARM Picture of 
a farm with cows 
grazing
Maine L52 Seal 
HILLMAN'S DAIRY 
SUNNYDALE FARMS v 
SUNNYDALE MILK 
Picture-Sun rising 
The Finest Under
The Sun
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Orange Maroon Black (front)
Orange (back)
Bottle Clear Clear Clear
Height 9'/2" 9'/2“ 9'/2'
Embossed Reg. 924 Sealed 4 Reg. Sealed mTc Reg. Sealed L52 One
Bottom AS mTc One Quart 
Liquid X 11 E 53
AS One Quart Liq.
X 924 11 E 52
Quart Liquid 2 8
Price $5 to $10 $5 to $10 $5 to $10
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Knowlton's Dairy
Perry, Maine
From the town of Dennisville to East Port was the coastal area served by the Knowlton 
Dairy. Emery Knowlton started the business in 1934. Emery used pint bottles without a 
label until 1950 then he had a few pint bottles with the Knowlton label on them. The 
dairy sold raw milk and cream until 1948. A pasteurizing and homogenizing machine was in­
stalled. The dairy expanded their line to include skim milk, chocolate, coffee, straw­
berry, and pineapple flavored milk. Then in 1968 they started making butter for the 
summer trade in that area. In 1973 Harry Knowlton bought the business. Harry installed 
a wax paper carton line at that time. They also used the one quart carton and the one 
half pint. Their products were sold to the stores, schools, and homes. In 1982 the 
dairy was sold to Lloyd and Edmund Knowlton and in 1983 they sold the route delivery to 
the Shoppee Dairy of Machias, Maine, but continued to sell milk to them.
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Humphries Dairy
Perry, Maine
It was 1910 when Austin Sr. and Lola Humphries started to deliver raw milk and cream 
in the Perry area with their horse and wagon. They used the two quart, one quart, pints, 
and half pint milk bottles. The dairy also delivered potatoes, apples, eggs, cottage 
cheese, buttermilk, chocolate and strawberry flavored milk to their customers. In 1930, 
the dairy purchased the Valley Dairy Co. of Calais and expanded their route from Calais 
to East Port, Me. Their stops included the Pike and Kilby Store, the Beassley fish fac­
tory and the Passamaquaddy Indian Reservation, as well as schools and homes. When the 
Quoddy Tidal Dam project was being backed by Franklin Delano Roosevelt, the Humphries 
Dairy contracted to deliver their milk product to the 2200 Seabees that were brought in 
to work on the project. Benjamin and his wife, Flora, joined the business about the ' 
time the dairy went to a Pasteurized milk line in 1942. The dairy changed over to the 
wax paper carton in 1953 and used it until 1973. It was about 1960 when Austin Jr. and 
Pauline came into the business. When the route business was sold to the Shoppee Dairy 
of Machais in 1973, they continued to sell raw milk in bulk tanks until 1983. Austin 
and Pauline sold the farm land to the Passamaquaddy Indians in 1983 and now lease it from 
them under a six-year lease.
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Label ROUND TOP FARMS
Quality Dairy Products 
Pasteurized. IT WHIPS
Maine 48 Seal
One Quart Liquid
ROUND TOP DAIRY
Deposit Bottle-Store
Round Top Dairy
Picture-An Evergreen Tree
Town Unknown Unknown
Back Label IT WHIPS
Remember They Need The
Best. Picture- A baby 
in diapers carrying a 
large milk bottle
ROUND TOP DAIRY
Your Milk In Our Bottle
Lettering
Color
Note
Pyroglazed
Green
This is a Cream Top Bottle
Pyroglazed
Orange
Bottle
Height
Clear
9 y2"
Clear
9 y2"
Embossed
Bottom
BBC CO. 48 1 Registered
ML380 17 I 9
Pat. 1528490Mar. 3, 29
Reg. 302 Sealed mTc S
One Quart Liquid 150 X
E 49 11
Price $20 to $30 $5 to $10
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Label JULIUS ANDERSON & SONS
Maine L52 Seal
One Quart Liquid
Picture-A tree
PINE STATE DAIRY
Maine L52 Seal
Baby Face Bottle
Town Rockland, Me. Bangor, Me.
Back Label Our Pasteurized Milk
Solves the Problem
Picture-A baby's milk 
bottle, two children 
and a mother with a bowl 
of cereal
Milk for Particular 
People
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Green Front-Green, Back-Orange
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 9 V 9 V
Embossed BABY TOP PATENT L52 One Quart Liquid
Bottom Design No. 98609
752 Reg. Sealed
A
2 Sealed Reg.
8
Price $30 to $50 $30 to $50
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LOCUST FARM DAIRY
Fulton W. Blake began to produce-and sell raw milk and cream in the 
Limington, Maine/Portland Maine area in 1934 as the Locust Farm Dairy.
In 1943 the dairy installed a pasteurization machine and was soon selling 
both raw and Pasteurized milk.
With the help of his wife Virginia, as bookkeeper and his two sons Gerald 
and John; the business was growing fast. In 1947 Mr. Blake purchased a homo- 
genizer. This gave the dairy's product a longer shelf-life and also a product 
that was much easier to digest.
In the early 1950's Fulton Blake's two sons became active in the management 
aspects of the dairy. In 1960 Locust Farm Dairy was Incorporated and Fulton Blake 
was made president of the company.
Mr. Blake began stepping down from the business due to poor health and age.
The sons Jerry and John took over the full control of the business. By this time 
the company was selling their milk and dairy products from York to Farmington.
Locust Farms built a distribution depot in Mexico, Maine to serve that area. To 
promote their product the company started featuring "Penelope the Purple Cow" on 
all the cartons of the dairy.
Locust Farm Dairy was the first dairy in Maine to use the plastic gallon 
container. The plastic container paved the way for Locust to get into the major 
food chains in the Portland area. They also used the half gallon plastic container.
Locust also, by a stroke of luck, introduced the first gallons of 2% low-fat 
milk in Maine. The dairy was able to sell the 2% milk for 170 below the one gallon 
homogenized milk. It was introduced under the name H0M0000.
MIKE NEPOLITANO 
Route Manager
Home Phone: 642-2433
LOCUST FARM DAIRY
North Limington, Maine 04049 / (207)637-2511 
Toil Free: 1-800-442-6300
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Label None-Whittle marks 
in the glass
Wide Mouth top
None-Whittle marks 
in the glass
Wide Mouth top
Mass. Seal TR 
Lighting Type 
metal closure 
Wide Mouth top
Town Unknown Unknown Mass.
Back Label None
The ’/z" band around 
the bottle was used 
for a metal handle
None None
Lettering Embossed Embossed Embossed
Bottle Sun Colored Sun Colored Sun Colored
Amethyst Amethyst Amethyst
Height 8 3/4" 7" 5V
Embossed A.G.S. Co. Patented T.M.F.G. Co. H.E. Wright &
Bottom April 5, 1898 Pat. Sept. 17, 1889, 
Metal Pouring Spout 
comes separate
Sons Boston
Price $8 to $10 $10 to $15 $10 to $15
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Label PERLEY A. RAMSDELL 
Half Pint Liquid 
Dial-6673
PERLEY A. RAMSDELL 
One Quart Liquid 
Dial-6673
P.A. RAMSDELL 
Picture-Dairy 
barn and land­
scape. A sign.
Town Presque Isle, Me. Presque Isle, Me. Presque Isle, Me.
Back Label None None Picture-A Holstine
Lettering
Color
Embossed Embossed Pyroglazed
Black
Bottle Clear Clear Clear
Height 5’/2" 9y2" 9y2"
Embossed Registered Sealed Registered BBC CO. Reg. Sealed BB 48
Bottom BB 48 48 10 One Qt. Lig.
A 17 48 5
Duraglas A
Price $3 to $8 $3 to $8 $3 to $8
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Label HILLMAN'S DAIRY
Sunnydale Farms
Maine 48 Seal
One Quart Liquid
HILTON DAIRY
Tel. 123-3
Town Unknown Madison, Maine
Back Label HILLMAN'S DAIRY 
Picture-Sunrise
Sunnydale Farms
Our Pasteurized Milk 
Solves the Problem 
Picture-Large sunrise
Two Children and a mother 
having cereal
A large bottle of Milk
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Green on front
Green and Orange 
on the back
Maroon
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 9 ’/a" 9 ’/a"
Embossed Registered Sealed Reg. 11 L52
Bottom M105 1
BBCCo. 48 6 14
One Quart Liquid
2
Price $5 to $10 $5 to $10
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Label PLATTSBURG DAIRY CO.
Sparkle
Multi-Vit. Mineral
WILLOW FARM
Country Fresh Flavor
Town Plattsburg, N.Y. Unknown
Back Label Picture- A Glass of Milk
Look at this comparison 
Minimum daily adult re­
quirements of 9 essential 
food elements contributed 
by one quart
Amber bottle for the 
Protection of the 
Distinctive Country 
Fresh Flavor of
WILLOW FARM Homogenized 
Vitamin D MILK
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
'olor Yellow White
'ottle Amber Amber
'eight 8 y2" 8 y2"
mbossed Liq. -X M 742 M H X 905 Reg.
Lottom One Quart Liquid
Sealed mTc NU
E66 Reg. 1
Sealed 0 S
One Quart Liquid 27 
Duraglas X 9 61 55
Price $20 to $30 $20 to $30
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Toothache Cream Top
Label EMMADINE A.W. BANCROFT FARM 
Picture-Head of an
Indian
Registered, Mass. Seal 48
Town Reading, Mass.
Back Label EMMADINE z
Qualityv Checked
Dairy Products
Cottage Cheese
Buttermilk
Chocolate Drink
Cream
A note in this 
bottle will bring 
them to your door
None
Lettering
Color
Pryoglazed
Red
Embossed
Clear
Bottle
Height
Clear
9 V
Clear
9 V
Embossed
Bottom
One Quart Liquid Registered Sealed 51
634 E 50
Price $30 to $50 $100
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Label HOULTON FARMS DAIRY
Lab Tested
R.W. WILLIAMS 
and SONS
Phone 2720
KATAHDIN CREAMERY 
Picture-A Lake 
and a Mountain
Town Houlton, Maine Houlton, Maine Caribou, Me.
Back Label Houlton Farms Dairy
Seal of Quality 
Laboratory Tested
Dairy Products
Picture-A Milk Bottle 
and a Blue Ribbon
Visit our Modern 
Pasteurizing Plant
Same as above
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Orange Red Blue
Bottle Clear Clear Clear
Height 9y2“ 9’/2" 9’/2"
Embossed Reg. 6 Sealed L52 One Quart Liq. 13 Reg. A 1
Bottom AS One Quart Liq. 3 2 MLX 906 Reg.
Sealed Duraglas
mTc 43
Price $5 to $10 $3 to $8 $5 to $10
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Lavoie and Sons Dairy
Madawaska, Maine
Martin Lavoie started the dairy in 1930 and built it up to be the largest raw milk pro­
ducer in Maine in the year 1949. In 1950 the dairy went to Pasteurized and Homogenized 
milk along with skim milk, chocolate milk, and ice cream. They also sold cream and orange 
juice. In 1964, Robert Lavoie bought the business and operated it until 1968. They had 
a label on their bottle and caps. The dairy used one quart, pints, and half pints for 
their milk products.
Footman's Dairy
Bangor, Maine
The Footman's Dairy was first located on Parker Street in Brewer, Maine. The year was 
1920, and the owner was G.H. Footman. He operated the dairy until 1948. By that time, 
the dairy had moved to Somerset Street in Bangor, Me. They needed more room; so, they 
located on State Street. The sons, Forest and Shirley, operated the dairy from 1948 until 
1972. They sold out to Grant's Dairy of Bangor in 1985.
Walkers Dairy
Ashland, Maine
In 1910, Arthur Walker bought the Lewis Tilley Dairy and changed the name to the Walker 
Dairy and operated it until 1942. The dairy went from raw milk to Pasteurized milk in 
1950. The dairy moved from the farm to a modern dairy building near town. Hazen Walker 
took over the operation in 1942 and continued until 1964. The whole family worked on 
the dairy route. Maragret, Dorothy, and Avis were delivering milk with their father 
Arthur at the age of 11. David Walker took the dairy over in 1964 along with his wife, 
Lois, who often delivered milk in their station wagon if the truck broke down on the road. 
The dairy sold milk, cream, butter, eggs, orange juice, chocolate, strawberry, and coffee 
flavored milk, and cottage cheese. In 1955, the dairy went to the wax paper carton.
They sold the business to Grant's Dairy of Bangor, Maine in 1969. Their dairy delivered 
in Sheridan and Portage Lake area also.
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SIROIS DAIRY
Madawaska, Maine
Charles Sirois started the dairy in 1922 selling raw milk and cream. Then, in 1942, the 
dairy went to Pasteurized milk and cream and operated the dairy until 1951. After his 
death, Mrs. Oliver Sirois operated it until 1953. At this time the product line included 
Milk, Cream, Chocolate Flavored Milk, Coffee Flavored Milk, Orange Juice, Sour Cream, 
Butter, and Eggs. From 1953 until 1966, the dairy was operated by Lucien Sirois and then 
he sold the plant to Claude and Hermel Sirois and they carried on the family business until 
1977. In 1966, the dairy changed from the glass milk bottle to the wax paper carton. They 
used the quart, pint, one half pint bottles. In 1977, the dairy was sold to the Maine 
Potato Growers Dairy in Presque Isle, Maine.
SUNNY SIDE DAIRY
Keegan, Maine
The Sunny Side Dairy was operated by Eddie Chasse. He started the business in 1944 and 
sold out in 1968. The dairy used the one quart and the one half pint round bottle. The 
dairy also used the square bottle in the one quart, one half, and one gallon sizes.
Their product line was Pasteurized and Homogenized Milk, Chocolate Milk, Cream, Buttermilk, 
Butter, and Orange Juice. The business was sold to Grant's Dairy of Bangor, Maine.
DAIGLE & SONS DAIRY
Sinclair, Maine
In 1955, the Daigle and Sons Dairy started delivering dairy products in the Long Lake 
area of Sinclair. It was operated by George Emile Daigle and his son Emile. They de­
livered to the stores, homes, and schools. The dairy's product line included Milk, Butter, 
Cream, Buttermilk, and Chocolate Flavor Milk. They used the one quart, one pint, and the 
one half pint bottle.
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PAST. PLANT 
TEL. AMI
R J. BLACKSTONE & SONS 
PASTEURIZED MILK AND CREAM 
CERTIFIED SEED POTATOES 
CARIBOU, MAINE
office
in. -.873!
One of the most familiar dairies in Aroostook County was the Fred J. 
Blackstone and Sons Dairy of Caribou. About 1925, Fred J. Blackstone founded 
the dairy on the Old Washburn Road. At first only raw cream was sold. Later 
milk was delivered and sold locally to the Belyea and Currier store and Robert's 
Market on the Square in Caribou.
The Blackstone dairy was the second dairy in Aroostook County to pasteurize 
milk. Having brought in a new process to the county whereby raw milk was made 
bacteria-free and which prolonged the shelf-life. Milk could be delivered to 
customers with the assurance of a good, pure product. At this time, 1939, the 
dairy was moved from the farm to Water Street in Caribou.
The Fred Blackstone and Sons Dairy was a family endeavor. The operation 
was a combination potato and dairy farm. Sons Earl, Kenneth, Wendell, Fred 
Junior, and Arnold worked together to produce a fine herd of Holstein and pure­
bred Ayreshire cows to increase the butterfat content of the milk.
At its inception, Earl delivered milk in Caribou from 1926 to 1931, often­
times delivering it by sleigh when the roads were impassable with snow. Fred 
J. Blackstone delivered the milk in the summer using his open, Dodge, touring car
In 1931 Kenneth graduated from high school and took over the delivery of the 
milk. The other boys delivered milk occasionally and helped with the dairy.
Their efforts were mostly directed to producing feed for the cattle on the farm. 
The dairy also delivered milk at Madawaska, Cross and Long Lakes. In 1939 they 
had a contract at the Officer's Mess at the Presque Isle Air Force Base.
The dairy was sold to John Rodgers of the Katahdin Creameries of Patten, 
Maine in 1942.
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Label DRINK AROOSTOOK MILK
St. John Valley Creamery
DRINK AROOSTOOK MILK
St. John Valley Creamery
HOOD'S
Town Grand Isle, Maine Grand Isle, Maine Boston, Mass
Back Label None None None
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Maroon Maroon Maroon
Bottle Clear Clear Clear
Height 7" W 4V2"
Embossed One Pint Liq. 1 One Pint Liq. 1 Contents Half
Bottom ML 906 Reg. ML 948 Sealed BB 48 Pint 116 Reg.
Sealed BB 48 Duraglas 51 Sealed UCP
Price
17 47 2 17 47 2 51 ss X
$3 to $5 $3 to $5 $3 to $5
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Errol Mardin's Nursery Rhyme Collection
Label OAKHURST DAIRY OAKHURST DAIRY
Store Bottle
Town Portland, Maine Portland, Maine
Back Label Jack is nimble Mary, Mary, quite contrary,
and Jack is Your cheeks will grow
quick, more pink, if with every
The milk he meal you eat
drinks A glass of milk you111
Explains the
trick.
drink.
Lettering
Color
Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 8 y2“ 8 y2"
Embossed One Quart Liquid One Quart Liquid
Bottom MHX 925 Reg. MHX 925 Reg. 7
Duraglas X 17-52 Sealed S Duraglas X 17-52
Price $100 to $200 $100 to $200
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Errol H. Marden, native of Bangor and Levant, Maine, worked 37 years (1945 
to 1982) as a retail route salesman for the Brewer-based Footman's Dairy.
During these years Marden's interest in the variety of milk bottle forms and 
painted-on advertisements, labels and messages urged him to collect more than 
2,800 glass milk bottles from America and abroad.
In his earlier years his collection grew virtually unnoticed in his shed 
attic. His attention focusing only on recent additions and special favorites. 
As glass milk bottles became rarer, his bottles earned his full attention and 
Errol displayed the collection for everyone's enjoyment and study. Marden con­
tinues to collect bottles from yard sales, flea markets, and traveling friends 
and relatives.
My special thanks to Errol for the loan of his bottles for 30 pages of 
photographs in this book.
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Arthur Buzzell Collection
Label BORDEN'S
Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.
MAINE DAIRY INC. 
Picture-A baby carrying 
milk and a banner read­
ing: Plenty of Cream, 
Pasteurized Milk for 
Particular People
Town Boston, Mass. Portland, Maine
Back Label None Picture-A cow and calf. 
Always remember to pro­
duce PURE RICH MILK for 
our customers.
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Red Red
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 9 3/4" 9 3/4"
Cream top saver bottle Cream top saver bottle
Embossed 1 Qt. Liq. 436 Reg. 1 Qt. Liq. I MLX 745 Reg
Bottom Sealed U.C.P. SIC
Price $20 to $30 $20 to $30
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War Time Victory Bottles
Label CLOVER LEAF DAIRY INC.
Mass BB Seal
One Quart Liquid
CRESTALL DAIRY
Town Unknown Carlstart, N.J.
Lettering Back There Attack
Buy More War Bonds
Drink Milk For Health
Food Fights Too 
Conserve What You Buy 
Balance Your Meals 
With Milk
Uncle Sam
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Green Orange
Bottle Clear
9 1/2"
Clear
9 y2"
Embossed BBCC CO. 048 Sealed BB48
Bottom Reg. 7 -A
Clover Leaf Clover
17-5 Duraglas
Registered B
One Quart Liquid
STORE BOTTLE
17 54 Duraglas
Price $100 to $200 $100 to $200
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Label LaPLANTE'S DAIRY
Caribou, Maine 
Phone GY 3-3239
Town/City Caribou, Maine
ROUTE WALKER'S DAIRY
Thistle Dairy 
H.W. Noble & Sons 
Registered
Caribou, Maine Ashland, Maine
Back Label
Lettering 
Type/Color 
Bottle 
Height 
Cap size
I like my milk in 
sparkling glass and 
always buy LaPlante's 
Dairy Milk Caribou,
Maine (Also a picture 
of a woman on the tel.)
Same as above Same as ab<
Pyroglazed Pyroglazed Green Pyroglazed
Orange The word Route-Orange Red
Clear Clear Clear
9 3/4" 9 3/4" 9 1/2"
Cover-all Cover-all
Embossed
Bottom
1 Qt. Liq. Reg. 1 Qt. Liq. 3 reg. AS 1 Qt. Liq. 2 reg. AS
Sealed 52 ANU Sealed 52 2 Sealed 52 2
11131-1B 64 Patent
0 E S 174,59166
War Time Victory Bottles
Label CLOVER LEAF DAIRY INC.
Mass BB Seal
One Quart Liquid
CRESTALL DAIRY
Town Unknown Carlstart, N.J.
Lettering Back There Attack
Buy More War Bonds
Drink Milk For Health
Food Fights Too 
Conserve What You Buy 
Balance Your Meals 
With Milk
Uncle Sam
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Green Orange
Bottle Clear
9 y2"
Clear
9 1/2"
Embossed BBCC CO. 048 Sealed BB48
Bottom Reg. 7 -A
Clover Leaf Clover
17-5 Duraglas
Registered B
One Quart Liquid
STORE BOTTLE
17 54 Duraglas
Price $100 to $200 $100 to $200
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Label
Town/City 
Back Label
Lettering 
Type/Color 
Bottle 
Height 
Cap size
Embossed
Bottom
LaPLANTE'S DAIRY 
Caribou, Maine
Phone GY 3-3239
ROUTE
Thistle Dairy
H.W. Noble & Sons 
Registered
WALKER'S DAIRY
Caribou, Maine Caribou, Maine Ashland, Maine
I like my milk in Same as above Same as above
sparkling glass and 
always buy LaPlante's 
Dairy Milk Caribou, 
Maine (Also a picture 
of a woman on the tel.)
Pyroglazed Pyroglazed Green Pyroglazed
Orange The word Route-Orange Red
Clear Clear Clear
9 3/4" 9 3/4" 9 1/2"
Cover-all Cover-all
1 Qt. Liq. Reg. 1 Qt. Liq. 3 reg. AS 1 Qt. Liq. 2 reg. AS
Sealed 52 ANU Sealed 52 2 Sealed 52 2
11131-1B 64 Patent
0 E S 174,59166
Label SHAWSHEEN
Picture-Head of 
an Indian 50
Mass T Seal
MT. DESERT ISLAND DAIRIES 
Maine 48 Seal
One Quart Liquid 
Picture-Head of an
Indian
Town Andover, Mass Bar Harbor, Maine
Back Label SHAWSHEEN
Picture-Head of 
an Indian 50
None
Lettering Embossed Embossed
Color Clear Clear
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 9 1/2" 9 y2"
Embossed Registered Registered
Bottom SHAWSHEEN M.D.I.D.
mTc 1936 17-6
Price $100 $100
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Label E. DUMONT & CO.
Maine 1 Seal
1 Quart Liq.
W.T. MCDONALD
Dairy Farm
Picture of Barn
GOLD SEAL DAIRY FOODS 
Durham Dairy Products 
Inc. One Quart Liquid
Town/City Lewiston, Maine Wakefield, Me. Unknown
Back Label & Cow's HeadQuality Milk
From our Model
Dairy
Same as above
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Type/Color Blue Orange Orange
Bottle Clear Clear Clear
Height 9 1/2" 8 3/4" 8 3/4"
Embossed Registered B 11 mTc One Quart Liq. One Quart Liq. 45
Bottom E. Dumont & Co. 1 Reg. Sealed mTc
L52 1
1HX 925 Reg. Sealed
B B 48
Duraglas X 17 47
Price $5 to $10 $5 to $10 $5 to $10
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Label
Town
Back Label
Lettering
Color
Bottle
Height
Embossed
Bottom
Price
Asher Chambers Collection
MERRILL HAVEN FARMS 
Maine 48 Seal 1 Qt. Liq. 
Vitamin D Milk, Ayrshire 
Baby Milk, Guernsey Table 
Milk, All Grades of Cream 
STORE BOTTLE
Unknown
Large 50 Picture-A man carrying 
milk. His cap reads-MERRILL HAVEN 
Health Energy Vitality.
Butter, Fresh Eggs, Cottage Cheese, 
Pure Fruit Drink, Chocolate Milk
Pyroglazed
Maroon
Clear
91/4"
Cream Top Saver Bottle 
Reg. BB 48 Duraglas 17 1 3
Large 50
$20 to $30
W.C. VIALL 
Quality Products 
IT WHIPS
East Providence, R.I.
Picture-A Man testing 
milk in a Laboratory
Pyroglazed
Red
Clear
9 3/4"
Cream Top Saver Bottle 
One Qt. Liq. Reg. 2 
8848 Duraglas 
$20 to $30
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Label
Town
Back Label
Lettering
Color
Bottle
Height
Embossed
Bottom
Price
Coffee Creamers
WHITE BROS.
Regis W.B. tered
Mass BB Seal
One Quart Liquid 
ATLANTIC
McDougall1s Dairy DeLang's D
Unknown Unknown Unknown
$
STORE BOTTLE
None None
Embossed
Clear
Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Clear Clear Clear
9 1/2" 1 5/8“ 2 1/4“
BBCCCo. 48 9 1 S 8
1
Fluted bottle
5
$15 to $20 $2.00 $2.00
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Milk Bottle Caps
ANDERSON'S MILK
Harold Anderson
New Sweden, Maine
Tel. 2821
Delivered to stores and homes 
from 1937 to 1945.
Sold raw milk and cream 
They later sold their raw milk 
to Guimond Farms in Caribou, Me. 
This was in bulk tank pick-up.
AXEL JOHNSON 
New Sweden, Maine 
Sold cream only 
From 1920 to 1941.
GIGGIE'S DAIRY 
Elbride & Hanna Giggie 
Crouseville, Maine 
Sold raw milk and cream 
From 1937 to 1956.
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Label
Town
Back Label
Lettering
Color
Bottle
Height
Embossed
Price
GRANITE FARM DAIRY 
Maine 1 Seal 
One Quart 
Cream Top 
Reg. U.S. Off.
Brunswick, Me. 
None
Pyroglazed
Orange
Clear
9 1/2"
E44 Pat. Applied for 
Reg. mTc
Toothache Cream Top Bottle
TOP
Emmadine
Quality Checked
Dairy Products - Cottage 
Cheese, Buttermilk, Choc. 
Drink, Cream
A note inthis bottle will 
bring them to your door
Unknown
For Your Convenience 
No Separator Required 
Simply T
*-T For Cream
Clear
9 1/2"
One Quart Liquid 
Reg. Sealed BCS 
Ricker--Pour Bottle Inc. 
13397-1 B54 
Pat. 2,644, 599 
$30 to $50$20 to $30
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Label
Town
Back Label
Lettering
Color
Bottle
Height
Embossed
Bottom
Price
BORDEN'S
Deposit
BORDEN'S
Elsie
The BORDEN Co.
Unknown
BORDEN'S
Deposit
BORDEN'S
Elsie
The BORDEN Co.
Pyroglazed
Maroon
Clear 
10 3/4"
Sealed UGP 
31 Registered 
One Gallon Liquid 
60 X
$20 to $30
Asher Chambers Collection
Label KILFASSET FARMS
MANCHESTER DAIRY 
Co-Operative
Picture-A cow with 
a bell around its 
neck.
Town St. Johnsbury, Vt.
Manchester, Vt.
Back Label Think before you buy
We use this special 
container to Protect
See your purchase the Flavor of our
packed in glass Homogenized Milk
Lettering Pyroglazed
Pyroglazed
Dark Amber with White
Color Dark Amber with White 
lettering
lettering
Bottle
Height 8 3/4“
8 3/4“
Embossed One Qt. Liquid 36
One Qt. Liq. X M694 2 
Reg. Sealed mTc NUBottom MHK- 905 Reg.
Price
Sealed S X 51 9 53
$15 to $20 $15 to $20
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Label
Town
Back Label
Lettering
Bottle
Height
Embossed
Bottom
Price
SUNNY SIDE FARM
HF. PT.
Unknown
None
This is a wide mouth
bottle, whittle marks
in the glass.
Pyroglazed
Sun colored
Amethyst
5 1/8“
MFC. CO.
11
This is an 1889 Bottle 
$10 to $20
The metal pouring spout was made 
It could also be used on a quart 
It was made by Isla MFG. CO. Inc. 
Pat. Dec. 18, 1928 Boston, Mass. 
$5 Pouring Spout
AROOSTOOK CONDENSED 
MILK CO. OF MAINE
Unknown
None
1 know of only two 
other bottles like 
this one.
Embossed
Sun colored 
Amethyst 
4 1/2 11
2
$25
for home use. 
bottle.
Price
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War Time Victory Bottles
Label FOUR OAKS DAIRY
C.H. Carroll & Sons 
Picture-Oak Branch with 
Acorns on it
One Quart Liq.
Maine T Seal
DeNORMANDIE &
VERRILL
Mass BB Seal
One Quart Liq.
Town Auburn, Maine Concord, Mass.
Back Label FOUR OAKS DAIRY 
\MILl/FOR
XZ ICTORY
A United Nation is A Healthy
A Strong Nation Nation Is A
BUY BONDS Strong Nation
Picture-A soldier Drink Milk
with a Rifle
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Green Red
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 9 ’/2" 9 y2"
Embossed Registered 73A11 B.B.C. Co. 48
Bottom mTc 42 2 Reg.
Duraglas 17-3
Price $100 to $200 $100 to $200
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Label THISTLE DAIRY
H.W. Noble & Sons 
Registered
Picture-A thistle 
branch
The word-ROUTE
THISTLE DAIRY
H.W. Noble & Sons 
Registered
Picture-A thistle 
branch
THISTLE DAIRY
Town Caribou, Maine Caribou, Maine Caribou, Maine
Back Label Same as above Same as above Same as above
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Green Green Orange
Height 9 3/4" 5 3/8" 4 1/2"
Embossed One Quart Liquid 3 Half Pint Liquid Half Pint Liq.
Bottom Reg. AS Sealed L52 2 Sealed Registered
L 52 2
M L X 948 X51 
Reg. Sealed SS
Price $5 to $10 $3 to $8 $3 to $8
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H.W. NOBLE & THISTLE DAIRY
In 1925 Henry W. Noble purchased a potato farm on the Old Washburn Road in 
Caribou, Maine. About 1927 Henry Noble had added a small herd of cattle and 
began delivering a small amount of raw milk and cream in glass bottles with the 
H. W. Noble label on them. Henry delivered the milk with his 1928 Model T Ford 
during the summer months and with a one horse sleigh during the winter.
At first the bottles were filled by hand but as the business grew it became 
necessary to purchase a Girton two valve filler in 1932. In 1939 a Girton four 
valve filler was added to the line.
In the years 1934, 1935, and 1936 the Noble Dairy received the blue ribbon 
award for having a butter fat content of 5.7%. This was the highest in the state.
In 1944 the Noble Dairy increased their dairy herd to one hundred head. The 
registered Holstein and Guernsey cows were brought in from Nova Scotia and Prince 
Edward Island. The cows were large producers and had to be milked three times a 
day.
In 1949 a new building for the milk processing equipment was built. At this 
time the name was changed from H.W. Noble to Thistle Dairy. Equipment for past­
eurization was installed at this time. The dairy also was the first to use the 
round cone wax carton in Aroostook County. In 1950 they also used the square wax 
paper carton along with their glass bottles. It became necessary to buy milk 
from other dairymen. The dairy brought milk in from Presque Isle and New Sweden. 
This allowed the Thistle Dairy to deliver milk products to Fort Fairfield, Lime­
stone, Perham, and Washburn as well as Caribou and Presque Isle.
Henry's son John worked delivering milk in Caribou before going to school in 
the morning and bottling milk after school. John Noble operated the dairy in 1952 
and 1953 until he was called to the service. The dairy was then leased to Alphonse 
LaPlante under the name of Farmers Dairy.
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Label Ramsdel11s Dairy
Tel. 6673
Caribou Road
Blackstone Dairy 
Pasteurized Milk
NOBLE K.W..& SONS 
Caribou, Maine
Town Presque Isle, Me. Caribou, Me. Caribou, Me.
Back Label Best For Babies
It's Ramsdel11s 
Picture-Babies
Head
Safe Milk, Bottled 
on Our Farm
Picture-A cow and 
a dairy barn
Fresh From Our
Own Farm
Picture-Dairy Barn 
and Cows
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Maroon Red Black
Bottle Clear Clear Clear
Height 9 1/2“ 9 1/2" 9 1/2"
Embossed One quart Liquid A-Registered One Quart Liq.
Bottom
NOte
Sealed AS 51 Sealed 3 L52 3 Reg. 2 924 Sealed
This is the only
Noble K.W. bottle 
left today, Hand 
Painted
Price $5 to $10 $5 to $10 $1500.
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Granite Farm Dairy
Around 1880, Albion Hunt, a Brunswick dairy farmer, began delivering 
raw milk door to door to residents in the Brunswick-Freeport-Topsham area.
The dairy was a 200 acre family farm located in the Growstown section of 
Brunswick, Me. As the business grew Albion's sons Henry and Donald became 
involved in the delivery of the milk. After Albion's death in the 1920's, 
Donald, Henry and their sister Amy took over the business. They expanded 
their area of delivery into Bath, Lisbon, and Harpswell. It than became 
necessary to purchase milk from other farmers.
Granite Farm was one of the first dairies in Maine to pasteurize milk 
and later to homogenize milk. Their prize herd of Ayshire cows enabled them 
to brag "Ayshire Milk is Best for Babies." In the fall of 1947, Don Hunt 
was drowned while fishing. His sisters, Amy and Mildred, tried valiently 
to keep the business going, but in 1960 facing liquidation sold the dairy 
to Mildred's son Robert Leonard. Under his leadership the business 
expanded and prospered.
In 1965 Leonard joined in a partnership with Rodney L. Talbot, a young 
business man who owned and operated his own milk transportation company.
Their first joint venture was the development of the first dairy owned 
plastic blow molding operation manufacturing gallon and half gallon bottles.
This success was soon followed by their acquisition, in 1967, of Old 
Tavern Farm Inc. of Portland, Maine, one of the largest dairies in Maine.
Old Tavern Farm Inc.
Old Tavern Farm was founded in 1920 in Yarmouth, Maine by Ralph Redfern. 
The dairy farm and milk plant were located on Portland Street and delivered 
milk to homes in the Yarmouth, Freeport, Falmouth and Cumberland area. After 
incorporating the business expanded deliveries into the cities of Westbrook, 
Portland, So. Portland, and Scarborough.
As the business increased it was decided to move their plant to better 
quarters. In 1927 the Redferns purchased and remodeled a building on the 
corner of Fore and Danforth streets in downtown Portland. From the new 
modern plant they were able to buy-out other greater Portland dairies 
including Foley's Dairy, Westbrook Dairy, and Maine Dairy.
In 1942, with the death of Ralph B. Redfern, Charles E. Redfern, his 
son, became president. Ida Staple, the company secretaryand clerk of the
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corporation, began to take a strong management position. In 1948 she was 
named treasurer.
With the advent of the supermarket chains Old Tavern's reliance on 
home delivery sales spelled its eventual downfall. In 1967 Mrs. Staples 
negotiated a sale of Old Tavern to Granite Farm Dairy and its owners 
Robert Leonard and Rodney Talbot.
Granite Farm Dairy and Old Tavern Farm Inc.
For the first several years after acquiring Old Tavern, Leonard and 
Talbot continued operating both dairy plants in Brunswick and Portland.
This new management team turned Old Tavern around much as what was accomplished 
at Granite Farm seven years earlier.
In 1971 a new dairy plant was built in Yarmouth closing both older 
plants. This new plant located on Portland Street was within 500 yards 
of the original Old Tavern Farm. Since opening this new plant, prosperity 
has followed. As the years passed the trade name Granite Farm was phased 
out.
Leonard and Talbot have earned a reputation as innovators in the dairy 
business. Their modern plant is no doubt the most efficient plant in Maine. 
Their development of plastic milk bottles has proven to be an industry 
trendsetter. Their introduction of low-fat milk (Hi Pro) has also boosted 
sales. Several years ago they became Maine's first dairy to process and 
package private-label milk for a supermarket chain (Shaws). They were the 
first dairy to use a tamper-proof cap on their plastic bottles and are 
currently developing a new tamper-proof method of protecting milk.
As Leonard and Talbot start planning their eventual retirement and 
enjoying the fruits of their efforts, they are grooming the next generation 
to follow in their footsteps. Leonard's son Greg and his son-in-law 
Kevin Burns, as well as Talbot's children Dean and Melanie are all working 
in the business preparing to eventually replace their parents.
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Label GRANITE FARM DAIRY OLD TAVERN FARM
Maine L52 Seal
One Quart Liquid
Town Brunswick, Maine Portland, Maine
Back Label Granite Farm Dairy Picture- A Man in a 
black suit and top hat. 
Here's your daily sun­
shine old Tavvy.
IRRADIATED VITAMIN D MILK
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Orange Black & Maroon
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 9 ’A" 9 y2"
Embossed Sealed AS Reg. 5 B Sealed 7
Bottom One Quart Liquid
25
55
L52 Registered 9
Price $5 to $10 $5 to $10
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Label E.J. PANGBURN
Maine 1 Seal
Half Pint Liq.
E.J. PANGBURN
Maine 1 Seal
One Quart Liq.
PERLEY A. RAMSDELL 
Maine 48 Seal
One Quart Liquid
Town Caribou, Maine Caribou, Maine Presque Isle, Me.
Lettering Embossed Embossed Embossed
Bottle Clear Clear Clear
Height 5V 9V 9V
Embossed mTc Reg. 11 Registered BBCCO 48
Bottom L8 10 Reg. B
17 K 4 Duraglas
Price $3 to $5 $5 to $10 $5 to $10
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Label RIVERSIDE DAIRY INC. COLE FARM DAIRY
Guernsey Milk-Electropure 
Phone 154-21, Maine L52 Seal 
It's Pasteurized
Town Unknown Biddeford, Me.
Back Label A Sunrise and a
Rooster
Good Morning, Best By
Test
GUERNSEY MILK
Picture-Cow's head
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Red Maroon
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 9 y2" 9 ’/2"
Embossed One Quart Liquid L52 Registered
Bottom Sealed BB 48
17 1 3
Sealed 2
Price $5 to $10 $5 to $10
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Label
Town
Back Label
Lettering
Color
Bottle
Height
Embossed
Bottom
Price
SIROIS DAIRY
Madawaska, Me.
PASTEURIZED DAILY 
FOR MOTHERS WHO CARE 
Picture-Large dairy barn 
and silos. Cows in the 
pasture.
Pyroglazed
Red '
Clear
7 ’A"
Sealed L52 One Pint Liquid 
Registered 6 
$3 to $8
SIROIS DAIRY
Madawaska, Me.
PASTEURIZED DAILY 
FOR MOTHERS WHO CARE 
Picture-Large dairy barn 
and silos. Cows in the 
pasture.
Pyroglazed
Red
Clear
7 ’/2“
One Quart Liquid A11 E49 
Registered Sealed 11 PA. 
$5 to $10
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Label
Town
Back Label
Cream Top Bottle
MAINE DAIRY INC.
Portland Maine
Maine 48 Seal
One Quart Liquid 
Portland, Maine
The Cream that Pours off 
Ask Maine Dairy Salesmen 
Picture- Cream being poured 
into a bowl and a whipper
Lettering
Color
Bottle
Height
Embossed
Bottom
Note
Price
Pyroglazed
Green
Clear
9 v
Registered 1 BBGCo. 48 
17 8 Pat. 1528480 
March 3,25
Cream Top saver spoon 
$20 to $30/ The spoon $10
Cop Cream Top Bottle
ELMHURST DAIRY 
Maine 51 Seal 
Tele. - 2110
Camden, Maine
It Whips!
Cop The Cream
Economical Service 
More From Every Bottle 
Picture- A Cop milk bottle 
Guernsey Milk In Exclusive 
COP The Cream Bottles!
Pyroglazed
Orange
Clear
9 V
One Quart Liq. Sealed 
Reg. UGPS-1 Mash 
Pat. D108074 
T.M. Copyright Reg.
$50 to $100
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Label HOULTON FARMS DAIRY 
Dari-Rich
Contents Half Pint
HOULTON FARMS DAIRY 
Dairy-Rich
Contents Half Pint
Liq.
WALKER'S DAIRY 
Contents Half 
Pint
Town Houlton, Me. Houlton, Me. Ashland, Me.
Back Label None None None
Lettering Embossed Embossed Embossed
Color Clear Clear Clear
Bottle Clear Clear Clear
Height 6 3/4" 6 3/4" 6 3/4"
Embossed E 48 L52 1 3 E50 11
Bottom
Price $3 to $8 $3 to $8 $3 to $8
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Label JUG-O-MILK
Saves You Money
Town Unknown
Back Label JUG-O-MILK
Saves You Money
Lettering
Color
Pyroglazed
Red
Bottle
Height
Clear
10 3/4"
Embossed
Bottom
4 Registered 
Sealed L52
One Gallon Liquid 
64
Price $20 to $30
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Label SUNSHINE DAIRY
STORE-STORE
Picture- A sun rise
PINECROFT DAIRY 
Picture- A cow's head 
and a child's head
Town Unknown Unknown
Back Label None High Quality Dairy 
Products
Lettering Pryoglazed Pyroglazed
Color Orange & Maroon Green
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 8 3/4" 8 1/2"
Embossed Sealed 538 mTc Sealed L52 S
Bottom Reg. 11 One Quart
Liquid E 47
Reg. 7 7 51
One Quart Liquid
Price $5 to $10 $5 to $10
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Milk Bottle Caps
GREENIER4S DAIRY FARM Owner-Edward Greenier and son Vernal
Old Washburn Road 
Caribou, Maine
Delivered house to house from 1929 to 
1960. Changed to bulk pick-up in 
1960 until 1965.
Cream Background 
Green Lettering with Yellow
Cream Background 
Red Lettering
Cream Background 
Blue Lettering
Cream/Orange Background 
Green Lettering
Cream Background 
Brown Lettering
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Label O.J. CLARK & SON
Picture- A Four Leaf
Clover on a ribbon
H.S. WHITE and S
Town Bar Harbor, Maine Unknown
Back Label Maine 48 Seal
One Quart Liquid
Our Milk is Quality
Protected for Your
Health, Picture- A 
milk bottle
Jersey
Whiteholm
Farm
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Oranged & Green Black
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 9 1/2" 9 y2"
Embossed Registered BB48 1 7004 Reg.
Bottom Duraglas 17 I 47 One Quart Liquid 
Sealed AS 
Duraglas 17 15 X
Price $5 to $10 $5 to $10
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H. P. H.OOD INC.
The Hood name appeared offically in the Portland area in the year 1932 when 
the milk business of Turner Center was completely changed to HOOD'S.
Way back in 1885 the Portland Creamery was started with a small distributing 
plant on Congress Street. Later a larger building nearby was occupied by the 
company, but in 1908 the railroad took over that property and the company bought 
a new site and erected a building where the present Hood plant strands.
Today the H. P. HOOD plant in Portland delivers their products to all the 
Southern and Central areas of Maine along with the Central and Northern areas of 
New Hampshire. The plant processes over 11,500,000 gallons of milk yearly. The 
fleet of 36 Locust Farm Dairy trucks deliver to all of Hood's wholesale customers. 
H. P. HOOD also has 14 tractor trailers delivering in the Portland area.
The President of H. P. HOOD INC. in Leonard Wilson. The plant manager 
of the Portland plant is Scott Blake.
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Label WALKER-GORDON
Registered
Picture- A milk 
carrier and 
bottles
WALKER-GORDON
Registered
Picture- A milk 
carrier and 
bottles
WALKER-GORDON 
Registered 
Picture- A milk 
carrier and 
milk bottles 
Laboratory
Town Unknown Unknown Unknown
Back Label Mass BB Seal Mass T Seal Mass T Seal
One Pint Half Pint
Lettering Embossed Embossed Embossed
Color Clear Clear Clear
Bottle Clear Clear Clear
Height 9" n" 51/2"
Embossed One Quart Liq. mTc 1 mTc 1
Bottom BBCCo. 46
30
E E
Price $5 to $10 $3 to $8 $3 to $5
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OFF
IN A JIFFY
HOW 010 PETER GET 
THE WONDERFUL SHELL 
TO KEEP HIS WIFI IN 
SO VERT WELL 1
IHIBACR0CAP 
IS EASILY 
REMOVED.
HI SCOOPED OUT A 
PUMPKIN TO MAKE 
SOME PIES, USING 
RICH MILK UKE OUR 
Dairy supplies.
JUST A SLIGHT 
UPWARD PRESSURE 
MW WMW THUMBS.
[«OTPt«GF» MAKS]
ANO THE SEAL
IS BROKEN.
Nursery Rhyme Bottle
Label HARRISBURG DAIRIES W. THIBODEAU & SONS DAIRY 
Store, in a red flag.
Town Harrisburg, Pa. Saco, Maine
Back Label OFF IN A JIFFY
Picture-A lady's 
hands removing the 
cap from a bottle.
The Dacro cap is easily 
removed. Just a slight 
upward pressure with your 
thumbs (not finger nails) 
and the seal is broken.
Picture-A little girl 
climbing out of a pump­
kin.
How did Peter get 
the wonderful shell 
to keep his wife in 
so very well?
He scooped out a 
pumpkin to make 
some pies, using 
rich milk like our 
dairy supplies.
Copr. H.B. Tabor 1953
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Red Red and Black
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 8 y2" 9 y2"
Embossed One Quart Liquid 2107 One Quart Liquid
Bottom Registered 2 11 E 52
Sealed mTc S
Registered 757
Sealed AS 25/55
Price $5 to $10 $100 to $200
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Label THOMAS DAVIS DAIRY
FARMS Picture-Cow's 
head. Milk for Health
A Delicious Drink
A Nutritious Drink
SNO-LAND DAIRY
The Sign of Quality and 
Service. Picture- 
A Mountain.
Approved Laboratory 
Tested Dairy Products
FOOTMAN'S DAIRY 
INC. A sunrise 
and a tree in 
an orange colored 
band 1" wide 
FOOTMAN'S DAIRY
The finest under 
the sun
Town Kenduskeag, Me. Millinocket, Me. Brewer, Me.
Back Label Thomas Davis Dairy For Health's Sake Same picture
Milk for Health Drink Orange Juice as above.
Picture-Cow's head Daily. Picture-An Footman's Dairy
A Delicious Drink orange and a glass Inc. Cottage
A Nutritious Food of juice. Cheese. Picture of 
a cheese container
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Red Orange Orange
Bottle Clear Clear Clear
Height 9 1/2" 9 3/4" 9 3/4"
Embossed One Quart Liq. 1 One Quart Liq. One Qt. Liq. 1
Bottom LMX 805 X 17 50 1 Reg. Sealed
L52 AS XX9
Reg. Sealed L52
ANU L9
Price $5 to $10 $5 to $10 $5 to $10
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Label GRANT'S DAIRY
Drink Grant's Milk
SUNSHINE FARM DAIRY 
Guernsey Milk Fresh From 
The Farm To You
Town Bangor, Maine Bangor, Maine
Back Label GRANT'S DAIRY
Drink Grant's Milk
Picture-A sunrise and 
a milkman saying, Hello! 
Ask your friendly Sunshine 
man for our delicious, 
Cottage Cheese, Chocolate 
Milk, Orange Juice, Cream 
Eggs.
Lettering
Color
Pyroglazed
Red
Pyroglazed
Orange
Bottle
Height
Clear
10"
Clear
10"
Embossed
Bottom
2 Reg. Sealed L52
Half Gallon
2 Reg. Sealed L52 OB
Half Gallon M-260
744
Price $10 to $15 $10 to $15
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Label White Belted Dairy Liquid One Pint 
Maine 48 Seal
Town Boothbay Harbor Unknown
Back Label One Quart Liquid
Maine 1 Seal
None
Lettering Embossed Embossed
Color Clear Clear
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 7 ’A" 6 y2"
Embossed mTc BB48 Registered
Bottom L 17 - 1
Note White Belted means
White Galoway cows
Price $20 to $30 $1 to $2
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Label MEADOW BROOK FARMS
Mass. 0 Seal
One Quart Liquid
McAdams Dairy Products 
Mass. L Seal
One Quart Liquid
A. F. McAdams & Bros. Inc
Town Waltham, Mass. Chelsea, Mass.
Back Label The Graduate Milk Bottle 
Picture- A Cow, A Milk
Bottle, A Sun Rise
We Bring You Health
Painted measure on side 
of bottle. 1/z cup 1,2,3 cup
Pictures-
A Cow-PRODUCERS
Milk Cooler-PROCESSORS 
Milkman and milk truck- 
DISTRIBUTORS
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Blue & Orange Orange
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 9 y2" 91/2"
Embossed Reg. L52 J.F. McAdams & Bros. Inc.
Bottom 8 L52 Reg.
Pat. 2126655
Price $30 to $50 $30 to $50
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EST, 1038
MILK
CREAM
BUTTERMILK 
CHOCOLATE MILK 
COTTAGE CHEESE 
ICE CREAM
BUTTER
HOULTON FARMS DAIRY WAS FOUNDED IN 1956 AS A SINGLE PROPRIETOR­
SHIP BY ALAN H. CLARK AND BECAME A CORPORATION IN 1945. AS A RESULT 
OF ITS SERVICE TO THE ARMED FORCES DURING WORLD WAR II, OUR 
FACILITIES WERE ENLARGED IN 1941 AND AGAIN IN 1945. WITH THE WAR 
OVER, DEMAND FOR OUR PRODUCT CONTINUED TO GROW AND A MAJOR 
RECONSTRUCTION TOOK PLACE IN 1945. SHORTLY THEREAFTER, WE WERE ASKED 
TO ENTER THE PRESQUE ISLE MARKET AND IN I960 BUILT A DEPOT JUST NORTH 
OF THE CITY PROPER.
WITH BUSINESS STEADILY INCREASING AND WITH THE ADVENT OF TANK 
TRUCK PICK-UP OF MILK FROM THE PRODUCER, IT BECAME NECESSARY TO 
CONSTRUCT A 2000 SQUARE FOOT ADDITION TO OUR HOULTON PROPERTY TO 
HOUSE OUR MILK TANKER AND FOR MODERN OFFICE FACILITIES. SOON THERE­
AFTER A MODERN 5500 SQUARE FOOT GARAGE WAS BUILT FOR THp HEATED 
STORAGE OF OUR DELIVERY TRUCKS.
HAVING SOLVED THE VEHICLE STORAGE PROBLEM, WE TURNED OUR 
ATTENTION TO OUR PROCESSING PLANT AND IN 1965-1966 BUILT AN ENTIRELY 
NEW STEEL FRAMED MASONARY BUILDING^ AS IS TRUE OF OUR THREE OTHER 
UNITS.
ON APRIL 1, 1977 ALL OPERATING ASSETS OF HOULTON FARMS DAIRY 
WERE SOLD BY ALAN H. CLARK TO MILTON B. LAMBERT, JR. MR. LAMBERT 
OPERATED 'THE DAIRY UNTIL APRIL 1, 1981 AND AT THAT TIME LEONARD 
AND ALICE LINCOLN, ALONG WITH THEIR TWO SONS ERIC AND JAMES,
PURCHASED THE BUSINESS.
SINCE THAT CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP, THE BUSINESS HAS CONTINUED TO 
OPERATE AS USUAL WITH FIFTEEN EMPLOYEES AND TEN PRODUCERS SERVING 
AN AREA NORTH TO PRESQUE ISLE, SOUTH AS FAR AS DANFORTH, AND WEST 
TO INCLUDE PATTEN, ISLAND FALLS AND MILLINOCKET.
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Label HOULTON FARMS DAIRY
Seal of Quality
Quality Standard of Northern Maine
Town Houlton, Maine
Back Label Same as above
Lettering
Bottle
Height
Pyroglazed Orange & Black
Clear
11" Plastic orange handle
Embossed
Bottom
One Gallon Liquid 
Sealed L 52 S Reg. 6
Note: Houlton Farms Dairy 
but they were never
had these bottles produced 
put into circulation.
Price $25 to $35100
■Label HUNT'S DAIRY
Dial- 2604
BREAU'S DAIRY
Town Skowhegan, Me. Rumford, Me.
Back Label Drink HUNT'S Pasteurized 
Homogenized Milk
Taste the Cream in every 
drop
Picture-Four blocks 
with letters MILK 
Playtime, Mealtime, 
Bedtime or any time 
BREAU'S MILK
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Red Orange
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 9 ’/2" 9 ’/2"
Embossed Sealed L52 Reg. 1 AS Sealed L52 AS Reg. 1
Bottom One Quart Liquid 2 One Quart Liquid
Price $5 to $10 $5 to $10
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Label HAMPDEN CREAMERY CO. 
A Seal with a Cows 
Head in it
Town Hampden, Maine
Back Label
Lettering
Color
Embossed
Bottle Clear
Height 9 1/2"
Embossed Reg. B.B.C. Co. 48
Bottom A1 Hampden 11 1
Price $ 10 to $15
HAMPDEN CREAMERY CO. Same Label 
A Seal with a Cows 
Head in it
Hampden, Maine
Same
fen
Embossed Same
Clear Clear
7 1/2" 5 3/8"
Reg. B.B.C. Co. Reg mTc 5
48 Hampden 17-15 Hampden
$8 $5
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E. J. Pangburn
♦
The Pangburn was started in 1928 by Edward Pangburn on the Caribou Lake Road 
in Caribou, Maine. Edward operated the dairy until 1942. Glenn Pangburn took 
the dairy over in 1942 and operated it until 1944. The Dairy sold raw milk and 
and cream along with their fresh eggs.
McCrum Dairy
Mars Hill, Maine
Raw milk, raw cream, and chocolate milk in half pint bottles was being delivered in the 
town of Mars Hill from 1948 until 1966. Phil and Doris delivered to the restaurants, 
drug stores, and the extra milk that the herd of 44 cows produced was sold to the H.P. 
Hood Co. The milk was trucked in cans to Island Falls to be shipped to the Boston market 
Later, their milk was sold to Maine Potato Growers Dairy in Presque Isle, Maine. They 
sold their cows to other dairymen in 1966. The dairy used a paper cap for a label.
t
G.L. Brewer 
Ashland, Maine
The Brewer dairy was operated in the Ashland area         from 1940 until 1962. The owners were
Gilman and Ruby Brewer. Later their son, Carl, joined the business along with the 
daughter, Jane and Joan.
The Brewers delivered their milk with a pickup truck and sold milk at the farm milk house. 
The dairy used one quart and one pint glass bottles. A paper cap with the Brewer label 
identified their bottles. The Geurnsey cows that they had in their herd produced enough 
raw milk and cream so they were able to make butter. The dairy route was sold to the 
Grant's Dairy of Bangor, Maine.
C.E. Randolph
Caribou, Maine
Carl Randolph operated in the Caribou area from 1932 until 1959. The dairy sold only raw 
milk and cream. They delivered to stores and homes. They filled their bottles by hand 
with a one bottle filler. The family members all helped. There were four boys and one 
girl and their mother, Anna. The dairy later bought a two-valve filler but it was still 
hand operated.
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Label FAIRFIELD WESTERN
MARYLAND DAIRY
FOOTMAN'S DAIRY 
Reg. Sealed
Town Unknown Unknown
Back Label Health 1 Dept Maine 1 Seal
Lettering Embossed
There are fluted 
ridges on the sides
Embossed
Color Clear Clear
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 4 y2" 4 y2"
Embossed 4B32 W.M. mTc 1 11
Bottom One Fourth Pint
Gill
F 3E2
Note This was used in 1944 to
1946 for heavy cream. A 
war time bottle. A person 
was required to have a 
doctor's permit to buy the 
cream
Same
Price $20 to $25 $20 to $25
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Label DEERFOOT FARMS
A crest with two 
spades in it
H.P. HOOD & SONS 
Mass L Seal
Trade H Mark
Town Southborough, Mass. Boston, Mass.
Back Label DEERFOOT FARMS HOOD
Crest with two spades 
in it. One Quart Liq.
Mass R. Seal Trade Mark Reg.
Registered
Lettering Embossed Embossed
Color Clear Clear
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 10" 9 ’/a"
Embossed 0 72 2 L. G. Co.
Bottom Reed HOOD
D 34 1921
Note Fluted bottle
Price $10 to $20 $10 to $20
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Label SUTTON FARMS
One Quart Liquid
Maine 52 Seal
MEISNER'S DAIRY FARM 
Pasteurized Geurnsey 
Milk Phone 2212
Town Unknown Dover Foxcroft, Me.
Back Label Sutton Farms
Good Morning we are 
bringing you Health
Picture-A sunrise
Insist on our Extra 
Quality Milk
Picture-A cow
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Front label-Black 
and orange
Back label-Black
Orange
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 9’/2" 9V
Embossed Registered A 2 Reg. Sealed 52
Bottom Sealed 7 L52 AS One Quart Liquid 5
Price $5 to $10 $5 to $10
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Label SNO-LAND DAIRY
APPROVED
Laboratory Tested
Dairy Products
Picture-A mountain
The Sign of Quality 
and Service
DREW'S DAIRY
Quality Products
Maine 48 Seal
LATNO'S DAIRY 
Tel. 7-2418
Town Millinocket, Me. Augusta, Maine Bradley, Me.
Back Label Try Our-Pasteurized 
Milk, Homogenized
Milk, Flavored Milk, 
Skim Milk, Butter
Milk, Cream, Cottage 
Cheese and Butter
Picture-Baby sitting 
on top of the world
LATNO'S DAIRY
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Maroon Orange Orange
Bottle Clear Clear Clear
Height 5 3/8" 5V 5V
Embossed Half Pint Liq. Reg. Registered BBC Co. 48 Half Pint Liq.
Bottom Sealed UCPA 47 8 Duraglas 17 1 5 XM 3603
1 Reg. Sealed 
mTc B 11 E
59
Price $3 to $8 $3 to $8 $3 to $8
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Dudley's Dairy
Passadumkeg, Maine
Lacey Dudley along with his wife Hasel and one son Leland operated their dairy from 
1933 to 1947. The dairy route covered the area from Topsfield to Old Town, Maine. It 
also took in Greenbush, La Grange, and Alton. They operated seven trucks at one time. 
Their products were milk, cream, butter, eggs, buttermilk, orange juice, chocolate and 
strawberry flavored milk.
Lindsay's Dairy
Lincoln, Maine
Alvin Lindsay delivered milk in the Lincoln area from 1948 until 1958. He used the 
round quart, pint, and half pint. He filled the bottles with a two valve bottle filler 
that was worked by hand. He delivered with a truck and sold only raw milk and cream.
He sold out to the Sno-Land Dairy of Millinocket, Maine.
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Label GREAT ELM FARM 
Store
Town
Back Label
Unknown
Pure Bred Guernsey 
Herd
Lettering
Color
Pyroglazed
Red
Bottle
Height
Clear
9y2"
Embossed
Bottom
One Quart Liq.
621 Reg. Sealed
UCP AS
Price $5 to $10
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Label
Lettering
Bottle
Height
SEALRIGHT PAPER BOTTLE
Sealright Co. Inc.
Fulton, N.Y. USA
Maine Seal 100
S. Co.
One Half Pint Liquid
Serial No. 100
We use SEALRIGHT Sanitary Service 
for your protection
Red
Tan
4V2"
These bottles were used in 1942 by 
Harold Anderson of New Sweden, Maine. 
They bottled Vanilla flavor or 
Chocolate flavor milk in them.
no Price $5 for the three
Label MILK BY THE GALLONS
A Big Savings
Picture--A man holding 
a bag of money
BLAIS DAIRY
Store
Town Unknown Lewiston, Me.
Back Label Check The Taste!
Check The Price!
See how much you get 
. . . how much you save
BUY GALLONS AT YOUR BIG Y
Blais Dairy
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Orange Orange
Bottle Clear Clear
Height 11" 9 1/2"
Embossed Sealed L - 52 S Sealed L52 Reg. 8
Bottom Registered 9 One Quart Liquid 3
Note Red Plastic Handle
Price $20 to $30 $5 to $10
Ill
112 U.S. Presidents. Bottle Caps Collected by John Demaso of Brewer, Maine
Label DUDLEY'S DAIRY
Pasteurized
BUTTERMILK
DUDLEY'S DAIRY
Pasteurized
Homogenized Milk
Town Passadumkeag, Maine Passadumkeag, Me.
Back Label These Quality Products 
are available from your 
route man.
Pasteurized Milk
Homogenized Milk
Chocolate Milk
Non-Fat Milk
Buttermilk, Cottage Cheese
Heavy Cream, Butter
Orange Juice, Eggs
Drink More Milk
Use a variety of dairy 
products in meal planning 
for high nutrition at 
low cost
Color Orange Cream and Marroon
Bottle Plastic Coated Wax Paper Carton
Height 9 1/4" 3 3/8"
Bottom Our milk is produced from American Can Co.
Lettering local farms
State and Federal approved
Canco
Over 30 years of Quality 
& Service from Dudley's Dairy 113
Label SIROIS DAIRY
Pasteurized
Chocolate Drink
FITZPATRICK'S 
Chocolate Milk 
Pasteurized
Town
Back Label
Madawaska, Maine
Sirois Dairy
Pasteurized
Chocolate Milk
Picture--A baby
FOR MOTHERS WHO CARE
Fairfield, Maine 
Fitzpatrick1s 
Chocolate Milk 
Pasteurized
Color
Bottle
Height
White and Chocolate
Plastic Coated
8 1/2"
Cream and Chocolate 
Plastic Coated
3 1/2"
Bottom
Lettering
Phone 728-4461
Sirois Dairy
Madawaska, Maine 04756
One Quart
Fairfield, Maine 
04901
Tel. 453-6762 
Ex-Cell-0 Corp.
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Arthur Buzzell collection
Label SEALTEST POMEROY
Town Unknown Easthampton, Mass
Back Label None
Notice the indented 
hand grips and clear 
plastic handle
Produced by Local Farmers 
Quality Always
Picture-A' round shield 
and a Cows head
Lettering
Color
Embossed Embossed
Orange
Bottle
Height
Clear
10"
Clear
10"
Embossed
Bottom
HALF GALLON LIQ.
ML 42065 Reg.
Sealed I 0B0
17 68
HALF GALLON LIQ.
M 840 2 Rel.
Sealed MTC OBT
DEA. Pat. Pending E 62 
That Cher-Grip Reg.
Price $8 to $15 each $8 to $15
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Label
Town
Bottles with Nursery Rhymes
SICOMAC DAIRY 
PRODUCTS
Picture-A dairy 
barn and silos
Laboratory Controlled 
DAIRIMAID MILK 
security to Health 
and Beauty
Picture of a girl
BAY VIEW DAIRY
Wyckoff, N.J. Chambersburg, Pa. Plattsburg, N.Y.
Back Label Picture-A boy 
at a table
Jack Spratt was 
not too fat 
But neither was 
he lean 
He drank lots 
of Sicomac mild 
and so stayed 
in between
Lettering
Color
Bottle
Height
Embossed
Bottom
Price
Pyroglazed
Maroon
Clear
10"
Reg. Sealed 
AS One 
Quart Liquid 
ML 735 Reg. 
17-54 Duraglas 
$100 to $200
There was an old woman 
Who knew what to do 
She left her abode 
In the tattered old shoe
She took all her children 
And so it is said 
Now lives in a great big 
Milk bottle instead
They live there together 
All comfy and cozy 
The kids are all healthy 
Their cheeks are now rosy
Pyroglazed
Red
Clear
9 1/2"
Reg. Sealed 11 PA 
One Quart Liquid 
Chambersburg Dairy P.A. 
mTc Prod. 9
Picture-A girl 
looking at a 
flower.
Mary Mary quite 
contrary 
Your cheeks will 
grow more pink 
If with every 
meal you eat 
A glass of milk 
you111 drink
Pyroglazed 
Black 
Clear 
4 1/2"
Reg. Sealed 
H.P. Liq.
17 53 5 
Duraglass
$100 to $200 $100 to $200
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Toner's Dairy 
Houlton, Maine
Edward Toner owned and operated the Toner's Dairy on the Houlton Road in 
Houlton from the early 1940's until 1961. The dairy sold raw milk and cream 
until 1957. The dairy then Pasteurized their dairy products. The dairy also 
sold dairy cream mixes for ice cream.
Customer 
Billing Slip
Customer Route Card Season
Bottle
Caps
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Label OLD TAVERN FARM
Maine L52 Seal
Portland, Maine
OLD TAVERN FARM
One Quart Liquid 
Maine 48 Seal
Town Portland, Maine Portland, Maine
Back Label Old Tavern Farm Here's Your Daily
Portland, Maine Sunshine Old TAVVY 
Arradiated Vitamin D 
Milk
Lettering Pyroglazed
Color
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Label Maine 52 Seal
One Pint Liquid
Maine 48 Seal
One Pint Liquid
Maine 1 Seal 
One Pint Liqui
Note: The Maine Seal on 
a 3.25% butter fat
a milk bottle guaranteed the customer 
content in each bottle of milk.
Back Label None None None
Lettering Embossed Embossed Embossed
Bottle Clear Clear Clear
Height 7" 7" 7"
Embossed Sealed- Reg. BB 48 17 51 Reg. A 1
Bottom 52 1 Pt. Liq.
7
1 12 Sealed 11 E 47
Price $1 to $1.50 $1 to $1.50 $1 to $1.50
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Asher Chambers Collection
Label FARMERS CO-OP None H.P. HOOD & SON
Indented band 5/8" wide 
Metal handle holder 
Whittle marks in glass
Town Unknown Unknown Boston, Mass
Back Label FARMERS CO-OP None HOOD
Mass Seal 2
A.B.S.
Lettering Embossed Embossed Embossed
Bottle Clear Amethyst-Sun Colored Clear
Height 9'/2" 9 3/4" 5'/2"
Embossed
Bottom
One Quart Liq.
1 Reg. Sealed AS 
mTc E 11 52
A.G.S. & Co.
4 Patented Apri 1
5, 1898
A.B.C.
2 Registered 
1931 2
Price $5 to $10 $15 $5 to $8
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LORD'S DAIRY
Arthur S. Lord 1915 - 1949 
Roger H. Lord Sr. 1949 - 1958
Arthur Lord purchased the cows and milk route customers in 1915 from 
Ernest Currier of Hallowell, Maine. It was only a small business with approxi­
mately 25 customers.
During the years of 1930 through 1935, there were hard times. Arthur gave 
a lot of milk away to families with children. He also had a route with up to 
300 customers with home deliveries seven days a week.
In 1933 Arthur's son Roger married Arlene Burgess and worked on the farm 
with his father from that time on. In 1941 the dairy purchased their first 
milking machine. Before this time they were milking 40 cows by hand.
In 1949 pasteurizing equipment was installed along with a bottle washer 
and a bottle filler. It was at this time the business was named the Lord's
Dairy.
Roger Lord became president of the Lord's Dairy in 1950 and increased 
the herd to 100 milking cows. Roger and his four sons and one daughter operated 
the dairy until 1957. It was at this time that the dairy routes were sold to 
the Brewer Dairy in Augusta, Me. Roger continued to produce and sell milk in 
bulk tank pick up. Today the farm is in the hands of Rogers son Duane, and 
the milk is being sold to AgriMart of Portland.
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Houlton Farm delivery trucks
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Label OAKHURST DAIRY
Maine 1 Seal
One Quart Liq.
ECHO FARM DAIRY CO.
Ice Cream "A Better 
Grade" J.A. Turner
MEADOWBROOK DAIRY 
Pasteurized Milk 
George Aubry, Prop. 
Telephone 83-11
Town Portland, Me. Framingham Jackman Station, Me
Back Label Let us serve you 
Pasteurized Milk 
Cottage Cheese 
Buttermilk
Butter, Cream
Ice Cream
Sail to Health
Drink Echo Farm
Milk & Cream every 
day
Same as above
Lettering Pyroglazed Pyroglazed Pyroglazed
Color Green Maroon Blue
Bottle Clear Clear Clear
Height 9V 9V 9V
Embossed Registered B 11 Registered Sealed 11 Sealed- Reg. 14
Bottom Oakhurst Dairy 
mTc
mTc One Quart Liquid 
mTc EFD Co. E45
L52 One Quart Liq.
B 4
Price $5 to $10 $5 to $10 $5 to $10
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H. B. Hitchings Dairy
Caribou, Maine
See Page
Herbert B. Hitchings started selling milk in cans in 1913. They used a six 
quart, eight quart and a three gallon size cans. They also sold their milk in one 
quart and pint bottles. The cream was sold in one half pint bottles. The dairy 
used a paper cap label. They also sold a card of tickets to their customers to 
purchase the milk with. Herbert's son Ralph started helping with the business 
at the age of ten. The route included the Scates and the Gammon Drug Stores, the 
Victory and the Pleary Resturants as well as homes. The dairy sold out to the 
Green Meadow Dairy in 1942.
Green Meadow Dairy
Caribou, Maine
See Page
South Main Street in Caribou was the location of the Green Meadow Dairy 
owned by Allen Thomas from 1937 until 1942. Allen delivered raw milk, cream and 
chocolate flavored milk through out the town. The bottles were filled with a Girton 
two valve filling and capping machine. In 1942 the dairy bought out the H. B. 
Hitchings Dairy and the Thomas Brothers Dairy and Incorporated. This allowed 
them to expand. The dairy delivered their products to the Joe Sleeper Store, the 
Donnley Store and the Amos Sirois Store. They also delivered to the Victory and 
the Pleary Resturants as well as the Scates Drug Store. The dairy used a paper 
cap to identify their products. The dairy operated until they sold out to the 
Grants Dairy in 1953.
Knight's Dairy
Calais, Maine
If you can remember as far back as 1895 in Calais, you may remember seeing 
the milk man delivering milk in tin cans. The horse and wagon was driven by 
Fred A. Knights. They called it the tin and Dipper Service. The price was 
70 for a quart of milk and 80 for a pint of cream.
Kenny Knights took the business over in 1921 and delivered in the Calais area 
until 1950 with his brother William. They delivered to the stores, schools and 
homes daily. After selling the route business to Grants Dairy of Bangor in 1950 
they continued to milk cows until 1973. The farm and buildings were sold to the 
Washington County Vocational Technical Institute. This information was given to 
me by Kenny Knights in August of 1986.
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R. W. Williams Dairy
Houlton, Maine
Williams Dairy was located on the Bangor road in Houlton and was operated 
by Ralph Williams from 1951 until 1962. The dairy sold pasteurized and homogenized 
milk, cream, chocolate flavored milk, eggs and ice cream mix. The Williams Dairy 
was the first dairy in the Houlton area to use the square milk bottle. They used 
the one quart, one pint and the half pint with their label on the bottle and 
cap.
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE 3 GOVERNMENT/DAIRY 
FARMER PARTNERSHIPS IN MAINE
In 1935, the reality of uncertain milk payments to the farmer and 
uncertain milk supply for the consumer brought about the creation by the 
legislature of the Milk Control Board. The cost of one cent per hundred­
weight (cwt) was shared equally between farmer and processor.
The name was changed in 1949 to the Maine Milk Commission, and the 
cost today of 5 cents per cwt is still shared equally between processor 
and farmer. The make-up of the Commission changed from 2 processors and 
2 dairymen plus the Commissioner to 4 citizens not connected to the 
industry plus the Commissioner in 1975.
In 1949, the dairymen saw the need for nutrition education in the 
schools, support of national research, and public relations. They had 
the legislature enact an assessment of one cent per cwt to be shared 
equally between processor and farmer. The responsibility for managing 
the funds was that of the Maine Milk Advisory Committee, who in turn reported 
to the Maine Development Commission.
The Committee had 2 farmers and 2 processors plus the Commissioner 
of Agriculture as members.
In 1953, the dairymen saw the need for more vigorous direct advertising
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on non-brand milk and dairy products. They had the Legislature form the 
Maine Milk Tax Committee of four dairy farmers and the Commissoner 
of Agriculture and provided then with 2 cents per cwt with which to do 
the job. The Maine Dairy Council took over the nutrition education 
duties with one cent and two and two makeup the sharing of the funding.
The funding for the promotional effort has always been from the dairy 
farmers alone. In 1967, legislation to change the Council amount to 2 
cents and the promotion funding to 3 cents was passed. In 1969, the dairy­
men went back to the Legislature and adjusted the price again to keep up 
with inflation. The Legialature established the mandatory amount for the 
Dairy Council at 3 cents and promotion at 5 cents. The name of the Dairy 
Council was changed to the Maine Dairy and Nutrition Council 1975 to more 
accurately identify the thurst of our broadly based nutrition information.
In an effort to restore the promotion effort to the level the 
dairymen had established in 1953 and to correct ten years of inflation, 
the Legislature was asked to enact, in 1979, a formula that would be 
self adjusting for inflation. At the same time, a name change was asked, 
making over the name to the Maine Dairy Promotion Board. The Tax Committee 
appearing on the TV commercials seemed to imply to the consumer that he 
was paying for the selling job in addition to paying for the milk at 
the checkout counter.
The formula provided 11 cents in 1980, and 11.7 cents in 1981. During 
1982 and 1983, promotion was returned to 5 cents, with a major segment 
of the Maine market contributing volumtarily an additional 6 cents (AGRI­
MARK CO-OP). In 1984 and 1985, the processors will not be putting in 
additional money, but the dairy farmer contributions, combined into a single 
source of revenue for the first time, will be putting in first 9.3 cents
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in 1984, and then in 1985 12.4 cents. Under the old method, this would 
be somewhat equal to 8 cents plus 1.5 cents for Dairy Council in 1984 
and 11 cents plus 1.5 cents for Dairy Council in 1985.
Due to the pooling plan ad opted by the Legislature to take effect 
in 1984, Boston shippers will have a share of the benefit of high 
consumption of milk by Maine consumers, and they will support the Dairy 
Council effort with 1.5 cents in 1984 and 2 cents in 1985.
As part of the pooling bill of 1983, the Council and the Board 
will each have 4 dairymen, 2 Maine market and 2 Boston market. Additionally, 
the Council will have 1 Maine dealer, and the Board will have the 
Commissioner or his designee.
As a result of national dairy promotion of 150/cwt becoming mandatory 
on milk produced on and after 1 May 84, Maine Dairy Promotion Board 
and Maine Dairy and Nutrition Council will share 100/cwt. This loss of 
revenue will be made up by the impact of the 50/cwt going to National and 
being invested in national advertising impacting back here in Maine.
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Anderson's Milk 71 Cummings B. L. 23
1 Anderson Julius & Sons 50 Daigle & Sons Dairy 18
Aroostook Condensed Milk Co. 27, 75 Daigle & Sons Dairy - History 59
Aroostook Farms Dairy 8 Dairimaid Milk 116
Aroostook Milk 61 Dairy Farmer Partnership 125
Bancroft Farm A. W. 56 Deerfoot Farms 105
Bay View Dairy 116 Divco Delivery Truck 11
Bergren's 19 DeLang's Dairy - Creamer 70
Bi re ley's 38 DeLaval Calander 63
Blackstone Dairy F. J. & Sons 79 DeNormandie & Verrill Dairy 76
Blackstone Dairy - History 60 Drew's Dairy 107
Blais Dairy 36, 111 Dudley's Dairy 113
Borden's 64, 73 Dudley's Dairy - History 108
Bottle Holder 12 Dumont E. & Co. 68
Braley's Creamery Inc. 34 Dunning R. B. Co. 45
Breau's Dairy 101 Durham Dairy Products 68
Brewer G. L. Dairy - History Earthernware Creamers 10
Brock - Hall 19 Eco Farms Dairy 123
Brown J. J. Dairy 15 Elmhurst Dairy 18, 86
Byrne Dairy 26 Emmadine 56, 72
Clark 0. J. & Sons 91 Errol Marden Story 63
Clover Leaf Dairy Inc. 65 Estey's Farm Dairy 24
Coday Farms 38 Fairfield, Western, Maryland Dairy
Cole Farms 84 Farmers CO-OP 120
Collection of Bottle Caps 112 Ferland's Dairy 17
k
Common Bottle Caps 22 Fitzpatrick's Dairy Farms 41, 42
r Cream or Milk Tins 44 Fitzpatrick's Dairy - History 41
Crestall Dairy 65 Foote J. H. & Sons 37
Cripps C. L. 46 Footman's Dairy 95, 104
104
Footman G. H. 6 Houlton Farms Dairy - History 99
Footman's Dairy - History 58 Hunt's Dairy 101
Four Oaks Dairy 76 Humphries Dairy 48
Gagnon's Dairy 29 Humphries Dairy - History 48
Giggie's Dairy - History 71 Jug-O-Milk 88
Girton Farms Equipment Co. 30 Johnson Alex 71
Gonnerville Dairy 42 Katahdin Creamery 57
Goodwin's Dairy 40 Katahdin Creamery - History 44
Gosline's Dairy 37 KiIfasset Farms 74
Granite Farm Dairy 72, 82 Knights Fred 124
Granite Farm Dairy - History 80, 81 Knowlton's Dairy 36, 47
Grant's Dairy 11, 96 Knowlton's Dairy - History 47
Grant's Dairy - History 13 LaPlante's Dairy 66
Grant W. L. 12 Latno's Dairy 107
Great Elm Farm 109 Lavoie & Sons Dairy - History 58
Green Meadow Dairy 45 Lindsay's Dairy 9
Green Meadow Dairy - History 124 Lindsay's Dairy - History 108
Greeniers Dairy - History 90 Locust Farm Dairy - History 51
Hampden Creamery Co. 102 Lords Dairy - History 120
Harrisburg Dairies 94 Madore's Dairy 59
Hillman's Dairy 46, 54 Manchester Dairy 38, 74
Hilton Dairy 54 Maine Dairy Inc. 64, 86
Hitchings H. B. 124 Maine Seal #1, #48, #52 97, 119
Hollow Hill Farm 25 McAdams Dairy Products 98
Hood 23, 26, 61 McCrum Dairy - History 103
Hood H. P. - History 92 McDonald W. J. 26, 68
Hood H. P. & Sons 105, 120 McDougall's Dairy - Creamer 70
Horlick's Malted Milk 35 Meadow Farms 21
Houlton Farms Dairy 57, 100, 122 Meadow Brook Dairy 98
Meadowbrook Dairy 123 Round Top Dairy 49
Meisner's Dairy Farm 106 Sealright Paper Bottle 110
Merrill Haven Farms 69 Sealtest 115
Milk By The Gallon 111 Shawsheen 67
Monson Milk Company 25 Sibley 14
Mt. Desert Island Dairies 67 Sicomac Dairy 116
Noble H. W. and Thistle Dairy 78 Sirois Dairy 8, 85, 114
Noble H. W. 79 Sirois Dairy - History 59
No Label 6, 26, 39, 52, 16 Smalley & Co. A. E. 5
Neponset Valley Farm 29 Sno-Land Dairy 95, 107
Oakhurst Dairy 32, 33, 62, 74, 123 Sterling Idea 16
Oakhurst Dairy - History 31, 32 Sunny Side Dairy 46
Old Tavern Farm 82, 118 Sunny Side Dairy - History 59
Pangburn E. J. 23, 83, 45 Sunny Side Farm 75
Pangburn E. J. - History 103 Sunshine Farm Dairy 96
Patten's Dairy 34 Sunshine Dairy 89
Patersen A. C. Farms 17 Sutton Farms 106
Pinecroft Dairy 89 The Milk Bottle - Pome L1
Pine State Dairy 50 This Bottle to be Washed and Returned
Plattsburg Dairy Co. 55 Thibodeau W. & Sons Dairy 94
Pomeroy 115 Thistle Dairy 66, 77
Purelac Dairy Products Inc. 24 Thistle Dairy - History 78
Randolph C. E. - History 103 Thomas Davis Dairy 95
Ramsdell Perley A. 53, 79, 83 Toner's Dairy - History 117
Regie's Dairy 14 Trade Mark Reg. 28
Ricker's Dairy Inc. 18 Universal 7
Riverside Dairy Inc. 84 Viall W. C. 69, 74
Robinson's A. C. 40 Villa Park Dairy 15
Round Top Farms 49 Walker's Dairy 66, 87
28
Walker's Dairy - History 58
Walker-Gorden Dairy 93
Welt's L. W. 7
Whalen's Dairy 43
Walnut Crest Farm 43
Wheaton's Grandma Whole Milk 20
White Belted Dairy 97
White Bros. 70
Whiteholm Farm 91
Whitting D. & Sons
Willow Farm 55
William's R. W. & Sons 57
William's R. W. & Sons - History
Wright H. E. & Sons 52
Wright Dairy 8
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To Order:
Send check or money order to:
MAINLY MAINE MILK BOTTLES 
t Robert Carlow
Box 3090 - R.F.D. #2
f Caribou, Maine 04736
Telephone: (207)496-1741
Price: $9.95 includes tax 
Please add $1.00 for mail delivery
ALVIN LINDSAY, LINCOLN, ME
